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From the Editor

Welcome to the August/September 2017 edition of NZ Security. We’re delighted
to be presenting this issue under our new “NZSM” branding. Rebranding works
only when the change is reflected in product value, and in this case, reader
feedback tells us that we’ve been achieving this of late by setting new standards
in editorial quality.
This issue we focus on the banking industry, as Keith Newman looks into the
recent spate of bank robberies and attempted robberies in New Zealand – is it a
spike or a blip? Keith also reports on trends in biometric authentication, an area
in which the banking industry is very much at the forefront. Is this a good thing,
or have the banks been too quick to get on board the biometric bandwagon?
Our friends at the ASIS New Zealand chapter feature prominently inside, with
two articles based on expert presentations at recent ASIS breakfast meetings in
Wellington and Auckland. In the first of these, ASIS NZ Chair Dean Kidd organises
a NZ-first active shooter weapons attack exercise at Auckland’s Aotea Centre, and
in the second, former Air New Zealand security head, Peter Frost, talks security of
employees on overseas duty travel.
But first in our line-up is a fascinating feature on Dallmeier’s Panomera
multifocal sensor system and its deployment in sports stadiums around the
world. When it was trialed at Eden Park in 2013, the NZ Herald described the
technology as “a kind of fourth-referee for the crowd”, able to “record an entire
grandstand – and monitor its thousands of faces.” Panomera has just made its
debut at Wellington’s Westpac Stadium.
In training, Kathy Wright, Chair of the New Zealand Security Training
Association (NZSTA) looks at the provision of security COA training to international
students. She argues that a requirement for training providers to be signed up to
a government mandated code of practice is shutting out smaller providers and
removing options for students. We also hear from the NZSA, Skills and the new
Security Institute of New Zealand (SINZ).
The article about SINZ carried in NZ Security’s June/July edition provoked
much reaction from our readership. While some questioned whether the industry
needs another industry organisation, others welcomed its arrival. Time will tell
whether SINZ delivers on its vision of an accessible, collaborative alternative for
professional development and industry professionalisation.
Lastly, we also have the pleasure of interviewing Professor Rouben Azizian of
Massey University, who will be presenting at the NZSA Security Industry Awards
Dinner educational seminars on 25 August. This accomplished academic and
former diplomat will be speaking on the need for much-improved dialogue
between government and the private sector to ensure New Zealand’s economic
security. See you at the Awards in Wellington!
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Nick Dynon
Managing Editor
Nick has written for nzSecurity since
2013. He writes on all things security,
but is particularly fascinated with
the fault lines between security and
privacy, and between individual,
enterprise and national security.
Prior to nzSecurity he clocked up
over 20 years experience in various
border security and military roles.
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or information or for any consequences from
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Copyright:
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Panomera

Not just another face in the crowd

Stadium-based sporting and cultural events are commonly the setting for
acts of theft and violence and overseas they have also been the target of
recent terrorist attacks. With Dallmeier’s Panomera multifocal sensor system,
perpetrators no longer get lost in the crowd.
“Wellington’s Westpac Stadium
has played host to its fair share
of big moments. The Black Caps
emphatic wins over England and
the West Indies in the 2015 World
Cup, the All Whites qualifying
for the 2010 FIFA World Cup
by defeating Bahrain and Test
matches against The British and
Irish Lions in 2005 and in July
of this year. The stadium can
now also boast that it is the first
stadium in the world to achieve
entire field and stand CCTV
coverage, and the first in the
southern hemisphere to benefit
from the surveillance power of
Panomera.

So exacting was CR Kennedy’s (CRK)
preparation of the site that the team
used survey equipment ordinarily used in
mining and roading to conduct a 3D scan
of the stadium – right down to the nearest
five millimeters. When Westpac Stadium
recently hosted The British and Irish
Lions games against the Hurricanes and
the All Blacks, Panomera equipment was
in place to monitor two sold out crowds
of more than 38,000 people.
The ‘Panomera effect’
Dallmeier’s Panomera multifocal sensor
system was specially developed for the
all encompassing video surveillance of
expansive areas perfect for stadiums. With
Panomera, huge widths as well as areas

with large distances can be displayed with
a completely new resolution quality, in real
time and at high frame rates of up
to 30 fps.
Panomera has been put through
its paces many times over in the tough
spectator cauldrons of the English
Premier League, where 18 teams and
their venues now use the solution.
A newly installed Panomera system
in Sunderland’s Stadium of Light,
for example, gave the disturbing
phenomenon of ‘cointhrowing’
its marching orders in 2016.
During a highly-charged game against
Newcastle United, Sunderland’s Security
and Safety Manager, Paul Weir, and his
team, were able to rewind and look back –

Superlatives like ‘disruptive’ and
‘paradigm shifting’ tend to get loosely
thrown about, but in the case of
Panomera they really, honestly, hit the
mark. When it was trialed at Eden Park
in 2013, the NZ Herald described the
technology as “a kind of fourth-referee
for the crowd”, able to “record an entire
grandstand – and monitor its thousands
of faces.”
But records don’t just happen. They’re
a combination of talent, collaboration, and
solid preparation, and Westpac Stadium’s
Panomera debut has been an endeavour
two years in the making.
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in play – at the high definition Panomera
images. They closed in, stated Weir, “until
eventually we spotted a guy going into his
pocket and pulling out a wallet and getting
a handful of coins before scattering them
on the people below.” The individual was
identified, arrested, and subsequently
found guilty in court.
Due to the ‘Panomera effect’, huge
widths and large distances can be
displayed with a completely new quality,
beginning where HD and megapixel
cameras reach their limits thanks to its
completely novel lens and sensor concept.
Harnessing geometric construction
principles, Panomera uses its megapixels in
a way that displays objects that are farther
away with the same resolution as objects
in the foreground.
Depending on the area of
application, different Panomera models
are available: whether for expansive
wide areas, long distance areas or
challenging smaller surveillance areas.
With Panomera, the specific quality
needed for a particular distance can be
individually adjusted. The multifocal
sensor system can be adapted to every
customer’s needs and the resolution can
be scaled nearly limitlessly.
Permanent recording of the entire
scene
The well-known problem with PTZ
cameras is that the operator has to
choose between overview image and
detailed view. They allow an operator
to zero in on the action, but in doing
so they miss what might be happening
elsewhere. Panomera solves this. It
does not matter which section of a
surveillance area an operator focuses on
at any time, because Panomera always
records the entire scene.
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With one Panomera system, a huge
area can be surveyed from a single location
in extraordinary detail. Movements of
objects, such as people or vehicles, can
so be tracked and reconstructed over
long distances without any gaps in the
recording or camera switching. The system
is also facial recognition and number plate
recognition ready.
Not only does Panomera zoom in
well with clarity, but it can also do so on
playback. Backed by the system’s LGC
Forensics certification, it is thus possible
to later reconstruct any event for use as
evidence in court, regardless of where it
took place, and to recognise all persons
involved.
“The clarity of the images has
dramatically improved the view of all
supporters, [and] we have already marked
up our first successes with it,” reported
Mark Hannibal, Venue Safety Manager at St
Mary’s Stadium in Southampton. “Several
offenders have made admissions of guilt
very quickly after being confronted with the
excellent imaging material.”
Multi-user capability
In contrast to PTZ cameras, with which
only one operator can control the camera,
with Panomera, an unlimited number
of operators can navigate across the
entire scene independently of each other.
Although all operators are connected with
the same camera, each of the individual
users can select their view individually and
zoom or pan as they wish.
Owing to the Multicast capability,
several users can view the images from
Panomera without requiring repeated
transmission of the data via network.
Combining this capability with H.264
compression makes for superior
bandwidth economy .

A 15 sensor Panomera, for example,
operates at 6Mb/s per stream – a total of
90 Mb/s.
Resilience and maintenance
In contrast to PTZ cameras, Panomera
has no movable mechanical parts, which
means there is no wear, extending the
camera’s lifetime.
With Panomera, the same area can
be surveyed from a single location as
with several HD cameras distributed
over several locations. Since fewer
camera installation locations are needed,
the requirements for the infrastructure
(masts, cables, electricity, etc.) are lower,
along with expenditures for servicing and
maintenance.
Westpac Stadium’s 14 Panomera
cameras, for example, each laden with
seven sensors, provide an effective
complement of 98 cameras.
The stadium threat environment
is constantly changing. While crowd
hooliganism was a big feature of English
stadium in the 1990s, this has been
replaced by missile throwing and flare
lighting. And as stadium terror attacks
in Paris and Manchester remind us,
venues able to pack in tens of thousands
of people all in one place need to be
proactive and vigilant towards risks.
As the threats continue to change, the
panoptic flexibility of the Panomera means
that it can zoom right in without missing a
beat – whatever the threat may be.
For more information about the
Panomera range and other world
leading surveillance products go to
www.crknz.co.nz or contact
CR Kennedy on phone: 09 276 3271
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Bank robberies on decline
despite ripple
By Keith Newman
The mass move to on-line
transactions, improved
surveillance and security
technology and changes in
branch design are making bank
robberies less lucrative and those
attempting them more likely to
spend time behind bars.

Despite the occasional spurt of
activity, bank robberies have been on a
significant decline for the past seven years
with the chances of successful getaways
increasingly slim. It’s just not worth the
risk, says Bank of New Zealand head
of financial crime and security, Owen
Loeffellechner.
“We’re doing everything we can to
change the risk-reward equation in a
criminal’s mind, including restricted access
to cash with other layers wrapped around
this.”
When considering the potential returns
and the high likelihood they will be caught,
“the risk of spending 14-years in jail for
aggravated robbery is no longer a viable
option”.
During the 1980s and 90s, most
bank robberies were committed by those
affiliated with gangs or by hardened
criminals. Today, suggests Loeffellechner,
robberies are mostly attempted by young
men who are amateurs desperate for cash
and who will most likely be caught within
days or even hours.
In 2008, a rash of bank robberies
pushed the numbers out to a peak of 87,
but by 2015 they were down to a record
low of around one a month, something
that has been maintained despite a recent
burst of activity.
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Ripple in stats
2017 got off to a difficult start when a
47-year-old man committed two armed
robberies at Kiwibank premises around
Christchurch before fleeing on a pushbike.
He was charged with aggravated robbery
within weeks of the January offences.
In mid-April 2017, two offenders
carrying firearms robbed an Armourguard
van outside an ASB Bank in Auckland’s
Dominion Rd, then fled on foot. In May,
an armed man in a white hoodie held up
the ANZ Bank in Glenfield, running off
after failing to convince a neighbour to
call him a taxi.
At the end of June a man wearing
a motorcycle helmet and brandishing
a sawn-off shotgun attempted to rob
the Blockhouse Bay ASB Bank in West
Auckland but fled empty-handed after
staff activated emergency security screens.
And in mid-July, the Mt Roskill BNZ
was held up and an amount of cash taken
after a man brandished a weapon.
Loeffellechner downplays this ripple in
the stats as not significant. “We would be
concerned if there was a trend back to
how it was in the past, but at this stage
the number remains very low considering
the number of branches around the
country.”
While the extreme shotgun toting,
helmeted criminal seems to hog the
headlines, most actual and attempted bank
heists are committed by those who are not
disguised or overtly presenting a weapon,
although they may imply that they do.
Loeffellechner says bank robbery is an
increasingly futile business with cash held
at banks declining and the use of cash
dispensers like tele-cash recyclers (TCRs)
making it almost impossible to gain

Owen Loeffellechner, BNZ head of financial
crime and security.

unlawful access. “Those devices are under
time delay if the normal authenticated
process has been breached.”
Traumatic for staff
Regardless, robbery remains a significant
industry risk. “Robberies are extremely
traumatic for staff and customers so our
focus is still on monitoring everything that
we can around that activity and doing all
we can to prevent it.”
The no hats, hoodies, helmets...or
sunglasses policy was an effective first step
in security, which is followed by all banks
to eliminate items of disguise and increase
effective use of CCTV.
This was essentially about setting
some standards for the environment, for
example “you wouldn’t go to the casino
with gumboots and a tee shirt”.
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Loeffellechner says most bank branches
are designed with a multi-layered security
architecture that typically has “multiple
security controls”, including panic buttons,
bullet proof teller shields that close and
other approaches he would not disclose.
Security tools like CCTV are both a
deterrent “and a highly capable detective
element as well”. They’ve undergone
major advances in image quality, archiving
capability, supporting technology and
reduced size, resulting in increased
effectiveness at reduced cost.
Banking, unlike most other industries,
is an environment where workers are likely
to be subjected to a range of threats, so
staff receive security training from the
time they are employed. That includes
how to identify potential threats, “nonverbal cues around people’s state of mind”
and body language.
If customers become abusive or
threatening or a threshold of hostility or
inappropriate behaviour is reached where
bank officers feel unsafe, he says, the
Police are called.
Security design factors
Loeffellechner says BNZ’s open-plan
branch design is based on various security
theories and methodologies, such as Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED). “This uses natural features
like lines of sight and natural surveillance
to connect the internal environment to
the outside public domain, and tends to
highlight good and bad activity more.”
Other elements for mitigating crime
include placement of various items within
the branch to “control and manipulate
movement, allowing a greater sense of
guardianship and presenting greater
unpredictability for the offenders”.
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While the extreme
shotgun toting, helmeted
criminal seems to hog the
headlines, most actual and
attempted bank heists are
committed by those who
are not disguised or overtly
presenting a weapon,
although they may imply
that they do.
Because things are no longer
compartmentalised, he says, it’s hard to
predict where the staff are or may come
from. “Offenders feel stress because
they like an environment which they can
control.”
Most branches “in areas where there’s
deemed to be more potential for criminal
activity” will have a security guard on the
premises or stationed outside.
Loeffellechner says there’s a general
trend of reducing the number of bank
branches around the country and the
footprint of those that remain, although
that’s largely due to changing customer
behaviour “and service needs moving to
other channels”.
The New Zealand Bankers Association
(NZBA) says New Zealand leads the world
in digital banking, with more than 80% of
us preferring online money management.
This means less cash is in circulation and
available at bank branches.
Less cash currency
The use of smart devices, such as Apple
Pay, mobile wallets, tap ‘n’ pay and

other evolving digital payment options,
particularly by digital natives or those who
have grown up using the latest technology,
is expected to further reduce cash as
currency and demand on the physical
banking infrastructure.
Self-service machines and ATMs are
also adding to the less-cash trend, and
while they might seem an obvious target,
Loeffellechner says they have a large
security component built in from the
design to service stage and are generally
not subjected to physical attacks.
Threats have largely been around
skimming, or people trying to compromise
data or use counterfeit cards, an area that
falls under fraud.
Armed robberies of security vehicles
to access cash in transit are not seen as a
bank issue but one for security companies
to address. Extortion and misuse of cards
falls into deception and fraud, which
is outside of the Crimes Act definition
unless there’s physical threat involved.
He says the banking industry has a long
history of investment in security and
strong partnerships with the Police and
other agencies.
Police work alongside the NZBA to
reduce crime and increase community
safety, in particular within the banking
environment.
A Police spokesperson said collating
specific data of bank robberies would
require collating that from different
regions and suggested an official
information Act request, which would have
missed this edition’s publishing deadline.
It was conceded, however, that
incidences of bank robberies have been
relatively low for a number of years as
“other cash carrying organisations have
been perceived as easier targets”.
The centralisation of bank branches,
security systems and practices adopted by
financial institutions has made them less
vulnerable to robbery.
While banks are at different stages
in their strategic security investment
there’s close collaboration between them,
facilitated through the NZBA, which is
aspiring toward industry standards.
NZBA policy director Antony BuickConstable says banks are responsible
for managing their own risks, including
physical security, with their own security
teams, policies and processes.
However, he says the association does
advocate on behalf of the industry, with
a focus on regulatory and reputational
issues, and provides a forum for members
to meet and discuss non-competitive
issues of mutual interest, including
banking industry security best practice.
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The new Panasonic WV-SFV781L
Camera embodies Panasonic’s
Security DNA philosophy. We provide
True 4K from the Panasonic made
optics to the chipset and black box
technologies, such as the rain wash
coating. The WV-SFV781L is designed
from the ground up to provide the
best 4K experience.

WV-SFV781L
VARI-FOCAL CAMERA
- 4k images up to 30fps
- Ultra wide 6x motorised optical zoom
- 12.4 Mega pixel sensor
- Rain wash coating
- Fog compensation

OUTSTANDING CLARITY

THE PANASONIC VARI-FOCAL OPTICS AND 12MP SENSOR
OFFERS
IMPROVED CLARITY
With 4x the resolution of FHD more
details can be seen.

FALL OFF REDUCED
The Panasonic 4-25mm optics insure the
image stays sharp right to the edges.

WWW.PANASONIC.NET/SECURITY

12M PIXEL MODE
The WV-SFV781L Can provide a
12M Pixel output at 15Ffps.

Milesight Unveils 4K H.265
Network Camera to
Expand 4K Solution
Milesight’s 4K H.265 Network Camera is here to
“break the routine and redefine the clarity”.

The newly released 4K H.265 Network Camera with outstanding
4K resolution has added to an expanded Milesight 4K solution,
which includes front-end network cameras and back end NVRs
designed to deliver an ultra-high definition experience.
“High resolution is a trend of our industry and its value is
demonstrated in the products being developed. Milesight never
ends its efforts in exploring market requirements and trends.
Moreover, Milesight has been committed to bringing customers
the best,” said Leon Jiang, Vice-president of Milesight.
4K H.265 Network Camera
The Milesight 4K H.265 Network Camera delivers up to 4K
resolution at 30fps, providing an ultra-high-definition video
viewing experience. Leading-edge H.265 Compression results in
a 50% reduction in bandwidth, storage and bit rate – at the same
visual quality – compared with H.264.
Smart IR II Technology
Milesight employs the latest generation IR LEDs in its Smart
IR II technology, which provides IR LEDs that last 5-10 times
longer than previous generation LEDs, delivering greatly
improved energy efficiency and levels of brightness – which can
be manually adjusted – and delivering an IR distance of up to 60
metres. Milesight’s IR LEDs are extremely durable and built with
components designed to withstand the harshest conditions.
120dB WDR
Milesight’s sensor-based Premium 120dB WDR technology
allows the camera to record greater scene details with true color
reproduction even where the intensity of illumination varies
considerably, which is perfectly developed for extreme backlight
and high contrast applications.
Integrated Cable Management
Combining the power interface, PoE, and other interfaces neatly
in the base, Milesight’s waterproof cable management resists the
entry of moisture, shields the camera’s componentry from dust
and water, and ensures the ultra-reliable operation of the camera
in all weather conditions.
4K H.265 NVR Series
Milesight’s 4K H.265 NVR Series constitutes a complete range
of patent design NVRs for flexible and reliable high definition
surveillance. The ingenious NVR series is a suite of full-featured
high-performance NVRs that offer a robust system for diverse
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applications. What’s more, they’re built with people in mind,
empowering users to set up and manage advanced IP surveillance
systems with ease.
The Milesight 4K H.265 Mini (PoE) NVR 1000 Series is a
truly convenient plug-and-play NVR featuring four independent
PoE ports for easy connection and configuration of network
cameras. This eliminates unwanted complexity and simplifies the
overall installation process while employing the latest 4K and
H.265 technologies. The model supports up to 9 channels.
The 4K H.265 Pro/PoE NVR 5000 Series supports up to 16
channels, with the PoE model featuring eight independent PoE
ports. The 4K H.265 Pro/PoE NVR 7000 supports up to 32
channels, as does the 4K H.265 Pro NVR 8000 Series.
The Milesight 4K solution is born to meet the market’s need
for higher definition, with the 4K resolution efficiently provides
clearer images and finer detail. The endless pursuit of clarity
demonstrated in the 4K solution reveals Milesight’s determination
to deliver “Better Inside, More in Sight”.
About Milesight
Established in 2011, Milesight is a high-tech leader specialising
in the design and manufacture of best-in-class IP surveillance
solutions with superior image quality, exceptional flexibility
and uncompromised reliability for the global market. Milesight
markets its products through a worldwide network of distributors
and resellers, offering excellent pre/after-sales and technical
support services that exceed customers’ expectations.
Milesight offers a comprehensive product lineup that ranges
from multi-megapixel network cameras and NVRs to video
management software, meeting varied requirements from entry
level through to high end. Visit www.digitalworld.net.nz or email
sales@digitalworld.net.nz to find out more.
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Digital World offers a comprehensive CCTV & AV solution.
Milesight IP Cameras

Milesight NVRs

• Up to 8MP, 3840x2160 Image
• Motorised or Fixed Lens
• IP66 Weatherproof Rating
• IR Distance up to 60M
• Ultra Low light down to 0.002Lux
• Super WDR up to 140dB

• Up to 16 Ports PoE Built-in
• Up to 40TB Storage
• Support Dual Stream up to 4K
• Playback up to 16 x 1080p
• Support ONVIF-Compliant IP
Cameras

5MP

9Ch NVR with 4 PoE

Digital Modulator
• 1080p Over Coaxial
• Single HDMI Input with loopout
• IR return path

HDMI Extenders

HDMI Splitters

• Bi-directional IR control
• Powered From Either Side
• Audio Return Channel (ARC)

• 4K@60Hz 4:4:4
• Supports HDMI 2.0
• HDCP 2.2

• Total AV Solutions
• 2 Years Warrant

• Great Local Support
• Unbeatable Price

• sales@digitalworld.net.nz
• Ph: 09 274 1111

www.digitalworld.net.nz

Biometric bank access
challenges passwords
Keith Newman explores the rapidly evolving landscape of biometric authentication in the
banking and finance sector. Can biometrics achieve the delicate – and sought after – balance
between frictionless customer experience and impregnable security?
The banking and finance sector
is becoming a leader in biometric
authentication, capitalising
on unique personal markers
to bridge the widening gap
between human fallibility and
fraud.

Banks and financial services companies
are looking to biometrics to tighten security
by augmenting or replacing passwords and
personal identification numbers (PINs),
promising simpler, faster and more secure
services and customer authentication.
It appears that we are reaching the
limit of how many passwords and user
name combinations we can memorise
and manage as we subscribe to a growing
number of online services. Failure to
designate a different log-on for each
service and to regularly change them is
further increasing vulnerability.

Lloyd Gallagher, of the Auckland District Law
Society’s technology and law committee
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Experts are only
just beginning to
understand the harm
that can be caused
when the technology
is misappropriated.
Why banks have been
so quick to accept
biometric voice as the
only form of phone
authentication?
Lloyd Gallagher, Gallagher & Co
When the Slempo Android Trojan
was detected in New Zealand last
year, popping up fake login pages over
legitimate banking apps, the need for
tougher security was further highlighted.
According to market researcher
Lucintel, the global biometric systems
market is expected to grow 15 percent
annually from 2017, reaching around
USD 32.4 billion by 2022. The report,
Growth Opportunities in the Global
Biometric System Market 2017-2022,
says the biggest opportunities are in
government, commercial, healthcare, and
banking.
Heading off hackers
World leading biometric developers,
including Safran SA, NEC Corporation,
3M Cogent, Precise Biometrics and
Fujitsu, are looking to head off the
growing incidence of hackers and phishing
attacks.

Citibank’s award-winning Voice
Biometrics Authentication takes only a
minute to identify a customer with the
company, claiming that this fundamentally
changes the customer experience from
‘Who are you?’ to ‘How can I help?’
Recent breakthroughs have been enabled
by Apple’s Touch ID and a number of
Android phones that allow additional
layers of security.
BNZ has been using voice biometrics
in its call centres since 2013, and ANZ
began rolling out a biometric voice
system in New Zealand earlier this year
for transactions over $1,000 in its online
GoMoney mobile banking app.
The system digitises and matches
an individual’s voice against a stored
voiceprint, comparing pitch, cadence
and tone. The bank is looking at other
biometric voice security applications to
make banking more secure.
Voice challenged
However, Lloyd Gallagher, director of
Gallagher & Co consultants and a member
of the Auckland District Law Society’s
technology and law committee, warns
voice biometrics may not be as secure as
some claim.
He says scammers use a range of
techniques including Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) recording or voice
phishing, and there’s likely to be a rise in
the use of “sampling technology” to play
back voice and information in order to
fool bank voice biometric security.
Also, the assumption that everyone’s
voice is unique remains questionable,
says Gallagher. He says even those with
low technical capability can use VoIP
technology to replay recordings, and these
can be manipulated by more sophisticated
scammers “to fool all manner of
authentication systems”.
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Clear Digital Limited Appointed
an Aiphone Distributor in NZ
As of 1 July 2017, Aiphone welcomed Clear Digital into its
authorised distribution network for NZ market.
After establishing a local sales office in Sydney in 2014,
Aiphone has been growing its intercom business in the New
Zealand and Australian market through respected, authorised
distribution channels.
With 70 yeas of history of an intercom business all over
the world, Aiphone has been focusing on a reinforcement
of project sales activities towards vertical markets such as
Commercial and Apartment markets in New Zealand.
Aiphone Australia managing director Roy Torii said the
partnership with Clear Digital will allow Aiphone to become a
lot stronger in project business for the commercial market in
New Zealand, which is one of the company’s primary focuses.
Clear Digital managing director Luke Stevenson said “we
concentrate on introducing quality brands to the market, and
Aiphone’s quality products will be a perfect match.”
Clear Digital has an office/showroom in Tauranga and
sales reps in major cities.

Training: The key to
a better workforce
For Lou Cooper, HR & Marketing Manager at
Vision Systems, investing in training for the
company’s staff was an easy decision.
Vision Systems, which provides electrical and
security solutions, currently has two learners
in Auckland working towards the New Zealand
Certificate in Electronic Security (Level 3).
Lou says that there are numerous benefits to
training staff to a national qualification.
“The standardised nature of the training is
great, and you have the confidence of knowing
your staff are trained to consistent, national
standards,” she says.
The fact that her staff are trained to a formal
and nationally recognised qualification also
helps the business to step out into the market
with confidence and win business, Lou says.
“Another advantage is that the learners start as
a ‘blank slate’ – you can train them your way and
to the expectations of the company,” she adds.
“I’ve noticed staff who go on a training
programme tend to be more confident,
enthusiastic, and truly appreciate the investment
that we place in their ongoing training.”
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The learners’ view
Vision Systems’ Adam Morman and
Hemantha (Krish) Segran are in the first
year of their New Zealand Certificate in
Electronic Security (Level 3).
“The on-the-job learning is great because
we can relate what we’re learning directly
to our everyday job,” says Adam.
Krish agrees: “What you do at work is
essentially what you learn. It’s so much better
and more practical than book learning.”
They say that they have received “heaps” of
support from Vision Systems, who provides
them with the time, resources, and help they
need to succeed in their training. They’re
also keen for others to explore a career in the
electronic security industry.
“There’s a lot of responsibility involved as you’re
protecting other people’s assets. It’s a techsavvy job and quite a privileged trade compared
to many others,” says Adam.
“You’re not just repeating the same job every
time, and there’s always something to learn
– you never know it all!” adds Krish.
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While the process assumes the voice
sample taken is clean, pure and not open
to interference, the FBI suggests it should
only be one part of a multi-step security
procedure.
Gallagher says experts are only just
beginning to understand the harm that
can be caused when the technology is
misappropriated and asks why banks have
been so quick to accept biometric voice as
the only form of phone authentication.
In a heartbeat
Facial recognition, retina scans,
fingerprinting, signature and voice
recognition are not new, although they are
going through a rapid evolution.
The way we walk, our online
behaviour, how we hold our phones,
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our heartbeat (e.g. Nymi heartbeat
authentication), can also be unique to an
individual.
According to Lucintel’s 2017 report,
emerging trends include the development
of “body odour, ear pattern, and lip
biometrics and increasing use of advanced
biometric sensors.”
The ASB says it’s working on
biometrics for face recognition. Offshore,
some banks already allow fingerprint
scanning on mobile phones, and finger
vein technology is gaining credence at
ATMs in Japan and Poland.
Apparently individual vein patterns are
as unique as fingerprints, and remain that
way from womb to tomb.
Other banks have begun using a
combination of voice recognition and

facial data and recognition alongside
images of the unique red vein patterns
on the whites of eyeballs, for high value
clients.
The 2017 Unisys Security Index suggests
around half of Kiwis are open to wearable
biometrics technology that analyses human
characteristics to confirm identity, including
biometric fingerprint scans on smartwatches
to secure payment apps.
However, Richard Parker, Vice
President Financial Services, Unisys Asia
Pacific, argues that banks need a multipronged approach across technology and
policies to reassure consumers that their
data is safe.
“There’s a fine line in delivering a
frictionless customer experience whilst
making sure they are secure,” he said.
While Lucintel predicts the financial and
banking sector will experience the highest
growth in biometric uptake, particularly
through voice recognition systems,
Gallagher says the public needs to be more
educated about the risks and the potential
security flaws in such processes.
He says customers need to be
reassured of where the legal liability rests
if things go wrong. “Will the banks still
pick up the bill for fraud, or will the onus
be on the customer to prove it wasn’t
them that authenticated the call?”
Gallagher recommends two-factor
security, based on a user selected password
or a random authenticator plus a manual
check, such as details of the last account
transaction or a random security digit, to
make it harder to break authentication.
“I know banks want it easy, but
security seldom is. A bit of hassle is what
makes it more secure”.
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FSH Offers Power-Efficient
High Security Solution
for Sliding Doors
The FSH range of products is specially designed
to protect people and property, while protecting
the environment and contributing to a greener
future.

The patented HL1260 is a high torque motor driven hook
lock for a sliding door. One of the key features of the lock is
that it is compatible with doors with a thickness of as little as
36mm. In most cases, the HL1260 is installed vertically in the
door frame (lock style), with the strike plate mounted on the edge
of the door. Alternatively, there is a surface mount box for the
strike plate and/or lock for a sliding door. The device can also be
mounted with the surface mount box on the door header and the
face plate on the face of a swing door.
The HL1260 is considered a “Green Product” as it consumes
an in-rush current of 290mA@12VDC only during locking
and unlocking action (active mode), then in the locked or
unlocked state (sleep mode), the drop-bolt consumes current less
than15mA@12VDC. The Hook Lock HL1260 should not be
installed to doors exposed to wind and weather.
The HL1260 is available from leading electronic door
hardware wholesalers.

CO200

Electronic Lock
The CO-Series is the ideal solution for customers seeking
the added security and convenience of electronic
access control without the cost or complexity of a fully
networked system.
A Handheld Device (HHD) used in conjunction with the
access control software allows the easy addition or
deletion of users and the retrieval of up to 2000 audits.
A variety of credential readers are available including
keypad only, magnetic stripe and proximity.
Available from leading electronic door hardware
wholesalers.

NZ Security Schlage CO200 Ad.indd 1
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“Please Help” app: crime
prevention through technology
Rotorua resident Paramdip Singh
believes in crime prevention
through technology, and he has
developed a free phone app
to prove it. The “Please Help”
app is designed to provide a
communication edge to people
caught up in a security incident,
allowing the user to send alert
messages to their contacts at the
push of a button.

Simple to use, the App is designed
to operate on any Android phone, with
a future IOS version planned. Once
downloaded from the Google Play store,
an app icon loads onto the phone’s home
screen, allowing for ease of access during
an emergency.
When the icon is pressed, it sends alert
messages to a maximum of 30 people
containing the user’s GPS coordinate
location and the text “PLEASE HELP”.
Additionally, If the message recipient has
also downloaded the App, they can hear
be a specific ringtone to alert them that it
is an emergency.
“We have also added a voice recording
facility in this App, activated as soon as
the App button is pressed,” states the
“PLEASE HELP” Facebook page. “Voice
recording starts immediately, but the
message is sent with a 10-second delay.
You still get 10 seconds to cancel the App
if it’s pressed by mistake.”
The app was formally launched in
Rotorua on 11th July by Trade Minister
and Member of Parliament for Rotorua
Todd McClay and Chief executive of
Chamber of commerce, Allison Lawton. A
launch in Auckland followed on 13th July.
Ben Sandford, the Labour Party’s
candidate for Rotorua, posted on
Facebook that he was “proud to be
at the launch of the Please Help app,
which offers to add another dimension
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to community safety within our city, for
individuals and businesses alike.”
“While the police should always be
your main point of contact in a crisis,
as Paramdip mentioned tonight at
the Rotorua Chamber of Commerce
presentation, in times of chaos, having
friends or family on hand can make the
situation that much more bearable - and
this fantastic Rotorua idea makes that
bearable happen.”
“This story is about how a business
idea, technology and community values can
come together to help solve a problem,”
said Allison Lawton, CEO of the Rotorua
Chamber of Commerce. “In this case, the
idea came about against a backdrop of
increasing crime in our retail stores, and
the vulnerability many of these business
owners feel as they go about building their
businesses diligently and honestly.”

Allison comments that Mr Singh’s
resolve was hardened when he
experienced first-hand the trauma of a
robbery when his friend’s liquor store
was broken into. “Rather than look to
agencies to solve the issue, he took it
upon himself to do something about it.
And he did - through using technology to
prevent crime and the “Please Help” App
was born.”
“I want to congratulate Paramdip
for deciding not to be a spectator with
this type of crime – but instead to do
something about it,” she said.
“How much would you expect to pay
for this App? In this case, there is no
cost. This is a free App for anyone to use.
It has been designed for business owners,
parents, elderly folk, children –in fact
anyone who thinks this technology will
help to keep them safe.”
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, a cleverly designed,

From

Motorised Hook Lock to simplify electric
locking of sliding doors. Available now from Loktronic.
HL1260
• Up to 650 kg holding strength for the toughest jobs
• Motor driven hook captures roller on strike plate
• Recessed or surface mounting for easy fitting to
most door types
• Fail Safe/Fail Secure field changeable for simplicity
• Accepts 12-30 VDC
• Door Position Switch
• Hook Position Switch
• Tested to 400,000 cycles for durability
• 5 year warranty for peace of mind

Also from FSH, the expertly designed

VE Lock

sets

new standards of reliability.
VE1260
• 1,000 kg holding strength… ideal where high security
is needed
• Release with up to 35 kg pre-load makes for easy unlocking
• Field changeable between Fail Safe and Fail Secure
• Accepts 12-30 VDC
• Door and Lock status monitoring for total status reporting
• Radiused and square edged models suit new installs
and upgrades
• Can be installed horizontally, vertically and into surface
mounted housings
• Pre-taped housings make for simple installation onto
frameless glass
• Special wide V strike plate allows for up 12 mm door offset

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz
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SECURITY TECHNOLOGY RELIABILITY

For expert advice and assistance with
your security locking needs, trust in
Loktronic, call us on 0800 367 565

NZSM
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These fine products from world leaders in electric
locking design, FSH, are proudly stocked and
supported by NZ’s leading authorized distributor,

International students
and Certificate of
Approval (COA) training
Kathy Wright, Chairperson of the New Zealand Security Training Association (NZSTA), argues
that the requirement for COA training providers enrolling international students to be
signed up to a government mandated code of practice is shutting out smaller providers and
removing options for students.
Many attendees at Certificate of
Approval (COA) training courses
throughout New Zealand are
international students who work
part time in the security industry.
As they can work up to twenty
hours per week, security work
often gives them a viable option
to earn extra funds.

Any registered NZQA Private
Training Establishment (PTE) that enrols
international students into a training
programme must, under the Education
Act (1989), be signatories to the Education
(Pastoral Care of International Students)

Kathy Wright, Chairperson of the New Zealand
Security Training Association
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Code of Practice. The Code of Practice
can be viewed or downloaded from the
New Zealand Legislation website.
An international student is defined as
“anyone who is not a domestic student”.
A “domestic student is a person who is a
NZ citizen or a holder of a residence class
visa”.
Prior to 2012, this requirement
applied only to courses of over three
months duration, in effect exempting
COA training providers from having to
be signatories to the Code. However,
since July 2012, the Code has applied to
any course, regardless of duration that
is mandated by law or leads to gaining a
licence – such as the COA.
The Education (Exempt Training
Schemes) Notice 2012 states:
“The following classes of training
schemes, which are of less than 3 months
duration, are exempt for the purposes of
section 232B(1)(b) of the Education Act
1989:
(a) Training schemes that are recreational
in nature;
(b) corporate training, but not including
corporate training schemes that
are designed for the purpose of
meeting regulatory requirements for
occupational registration, occupational
licensing, or health and safety in the
workplace; and
(c) training schemes of less than a credit
value of ten credits, but not including
training schemes that are designed for

the purpose of meeting regulatory
requirements for occupational
registration, occupational licencing, or
health and safety in the workplace.”
Of the 32 training providers in New
Zealand holding NZQA consent to assess
against the mandatory unit standards
(27360, 27361, 27364), 18 are signatories
to the Code and 14 are not. Although, it
should be noted that not all these training
providers are currently active in delivering
this training.
Nevertheless, this leaves many training
providers in breach of both NZQA
regulations and the Education Act 1989.
To remedy this, training providers have
two options, both of which pose potential
logistical issues for them. Firstly, they
can become signatories to the Code,
or secondly, they can cease enrolling
international students into their courses.
NZQA accepts that many providers of
the COA training may be accidentally in
breach, however their expectations are that
all providers must be compliant to prevent
sanctions under the Education Act.
The application process to become
a signatory to the Code is complicated,
drawn out and onerous, and organisations
applying must have very strong 360-degree
systems to support international students.
As one PTE recently discovered, the
requirements of the Act virtually exclude
small providers delivering mandatory
training and whose interface with
international students is brief.
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The Act requires, amongst other things, that the PTE:
• Have a designated employee who is responsible for
international students 24/7
•

Sign a written contract with each international student, which
includes the beginning and end dates for enrolment, the
conditions of terminating the enrolment, and the conditions
for terminating the contract

•

Have policies and procedures in place to support international
students with living arrangements, insurances, visas, health
care, transport and course fees. The fact that this is the
initial responsibility of their primary training provider (e.g. a
business college) has no bearing on the situation and is not
negotiable. “Signatories are obliged to provide insurance and
visa requirements for receiving educational instruction”, states
NZQA.

•

Provide NZQA with the marketing strategy for international
students, including all website marketing, brochures and
physical approaches to students for the mandatory training.
All international students must be given written information
regarding the course (websites are not acceptable)

•

Standard withdrawal and refund policies do not apply to
international students who are entitled to refunds where
domestic students aren’t

•

Providers must give international students a copy of the Code
and the complaints process for international students (which
is different from that for domestic students)

The above is only a very (very) brief indication of what is
required to become a signatory to the Code, and as can be seen,
it’s problematic. NZSTA’s Chairperson has discussed the issue at
length with NZQA’s Quality Assurance division, who, although
sympathetic to the situation, is adamant that there are no
exemptions under the law.
International students continue to be able to undertake the
COA training with organisations that are signatories to the Code,
however, the law shuts out the smaller organisations and provides
a pecuniary and marketplace advantage to organisations such as
polytechnics and large PTEs.
These organisations have international students enrolled
into other long term programmes, and are therefore already
signatories to the Code. They have the funding (generally
from the international student or government), the policies
and procedures and the staffing levels available to manage the
requirements of the Code on an ongoing basis.
Interestingly, even though an organisation may already have
a solid framework to support students (as with Category 1 and 2
providers), this has no bearing where international students are
involved.
NZSTA intends to take this further with NZQA, as it impacts
not only on the providers but also on the students wishing to gain
a COA and work in the security industry. With recent news items
regarding international students being unable to feed themselves
and sleeping in cars or cramped living quarters due to a lack of
funds, it is unfortunate that this training avenue has been tightened.
The NZSTA is contactable at: info@nzsta.co.nz,
and the NZQA Quality Assurance division on 0800 697 296.
For further information, visit: http://www.nzqa.govt.nz/
assets/Providers-and-partners/Code-of-Practice/tertiaryguidelines-code-of-practice.pdf
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RNZYS keeps a constant
eye on the America’s Cup
The Royal New Zealand Yacht
Squadron takes its role as
guardian of the America’s Cup
very seriously.

After the well-earned euphoria of
winning the Auld Mug back began to
settle down, the leaders of the Yacht
Squadron realised they needed to do more
to ensure the safety of the Cup whilst
under their care. The security provider for
the RNZYS is Active Security & Control
(ACS), which is part of the ARA Group
– one of Australasia’s largest security
companies.
Callum McKim from ACS was
asked to come up with proposals
for the surveillance of the Cup. His
recommendation was the installation of
Hikvision CCTV for the venue. Hikvision
is the world’s largest supplier of CCTV
with some 8000 people in its R&D
division. The company was founded in
2001 and now commands around 21% of
the world’s CCTV market, manufacturing
more than 185,000 cameras per day
(not a typo!!). This phenomenal growth
has come from the company’s total
commitment to the security industry,
building quality into its products by
market leading initiative, design and
quality control.
Callum had no hesitation
recommending Hikvision. He said “I
can say, hand on heart, that Hikvision
provides the best surveillance solution for
the RNZYS. Hikvision is ACS’ preferred
video product solution as the picture
images and reliability are second to none”.
In conjunction with Andrew Sharrem
from National Fire & Security Ltd, he
selected the Hikvision DS-2CD63C2F-IVS
12MP Fisheye camera to cover the cup
itself, along with DS-2CD2342WD-I IR
turret cameras to get maximum coverage
of the whole facility. Recording is on a
Hikvision DS-9632NI-I8 Series NVR.
Cooper Hopman is in charge of IT
at the club. He comments: “our thanks
to Callum and Andrew for their efforts
securing the Cup. I am more than satisfied
with the system we have had installed. The
picture images are superb.
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Along with the other security upgrades
we have implemented, I am confident
there will be no repeat of the vandalism
that occurred the last time the cup was in
New Zealand”.

2CD63C2F-IVS12MP Fisheye Network
Camera
• DS-2CD63C2F-IVS is a fisheye camera
capable of providing a 360 degree
panoramic image of its surveillance
scene.
• The progressive scan CMOS sensor
provides high-resolution images of up
to 4000 × 3072.
• Up to 14live view display modes,
designed for 3 mount types and 2
decoding modes.
• IR range of 15 meters provides
good visibility in low or even zero-light
environments.

RNZYS - The Hikvision Solution

DS-9600NI-I8 Series NVR
Professional and Reliable
• Dual-OS design to ensure high
reliability of system running.
• ANR technology to enhance the
storage reliability when the network is
disconnected.
• HDD hot swap with RAID0, RAID1,
RAID5andRAID10 storage scheme
configurable.
• H.265/H.264+/H.264/MPEG4 video
formats.
• Up to 64IPcameras can be connected.
• Recording at up to 12 MP resolution.
• Supports live view, storage, and
playback of the connected camera at
up to 12 MP resolution.

DS-2CD2342WD-I 4MP WDR Fixed Lens
EXIR Network Camera
• Up to 4 megapixel high resolution.
• Dual video streams.
• 120dB Wide Dynamic Range.
• High Performance EXIR range of 30
meters provides amazing visibility in
zero-light environments.
• Support H.264+ Codec.
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5/8MP Ultra HD
H.265 Compression
Rich Video Analytics

EasyIP 3.0

Simply Powerful
EasyIP 3.0 Solution. The Easier Journey To Better Security.
The all-new Easy IP product range is simple to install and use, and is available at a budget-friendly price.
Rarely does an affordable system come with such powerful functionality: 4K ultra HD with true WDR, H.265+
Smart Codec compression technology. New cameras in the range also provide greater analytic functions,
featuring on-board Video Content Analysis options. Its power, combined with its easy installation and
user-friendliness, means the Easy IP 3.0 solution requires significantly less operator input to deliver a
significantly more efficient and effective security solution.

National Fire and Security Limited
Ph: 09 580 1576 Em: sales@nfs.co.nz
www.nfs.co.nz

www.hikvision.com.au

Dahua Technology Launches
a Thermal Camera for the
Commercial Market
Night surveillance, remote surveillance,
temperature detection -- since their debut,
thermal cameras are endowed with features
that other cameras cannot compete with.
Having debuted in the military field,
thermal cameras have played a key role
in conflicts. After years of research and
development, infrared image processing
technology and the craftsmanship of the
detectors are becoming more proven, the
cost of the components is lowering, and
the thermal imaging technology has now
entered into industrial market.
But till now, most of the thermal
cameras in the industrial market are still
very bulky and above the affordable limit
of most commercial projects. Dahua, as a
world leading manufacturer and supplier
of intelligent security surveillance
products and solutions, launched an
entry-level thermal mini hybrid bullet
camera – DH-TPC-BF2120. Featuring
mini size, dual-channel spectrum,
intelligent functions and affordable price,
DH-TPC-BF2120 is a thermal camera
truly for commercial installations. It
is installed just like any other security
surveillance camera.
DH-TPC-BF2120
Product Features
Mini-sized and Durable DH-TPCBF2120 has a small and cute external
dimension of 9.39” x 3.56” x 3.56”. The
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ingress protection grade reaches up to
IP67, which has strong environmental
adaptability against water, dust and other
contaminants.
Dual-Channel Spectrum, External
Infrared Lamp DH-TPC-BF2120 deploys
Dahua’s advanced image analysis and
intelligent algorithms in the optical
camera, and fully integrates them into the
thermal camera. This camera combines
one thermal camera for monitoring in
total darkness and one optical camera
with SONY STARVISTM sensor to
acquire high resolution color image. It is
connected using one IP address. IR LED
illuminating will be turned on at night
to make sure no detail is missed in any
lighting conditions.

Intelligent Functions in addition to
basic functions such as ROI, IVS, PIP,
image fusion, DH-TPC-BF2120 supports
multiple intelligent functions, meeting
the demand of daily video surveillance,
fire hazard warning and alarm message
delivery. Fires are usually caught by
imperceptible hidden flames, which are
hard for general surveillance systems
to detect. Utilizing thermal imaging
technology, DH-TPC-BF2120 is able
to discover hidden flames quickly and
effectively. It precisely locates the fire
allowing timely emergency response to nip
the fire in the bud.
Image Fusion
Application Scenario
Perimeter Protection Multiple DH-TPCBF2120 thermal cameras can be utilized
to form a perimeter intruder detection
system, which performs as an invisible
tripwire using thermal imaging technology.
When installed at the recommended height
of 5 meters and with an FOV of 56°×44°,
one DH-TPC-BF2120 thermal camera
covers a fence of 29 meters long. Whether
it is day or night, as long as someone
enters into a targeted area, a warning will
be sent to the control center. It is truly
an ideal choice for applications such as
residential parks, industrial parks, gardens
and large parking lots.
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Perimeter Protection
Fire Detection in big internal spaces
with goods presents a fire hazard which
is difficult to detect by smoke sensor.
Surveillance cameras, however highresolution they are, cannot effectively
detect the location and scale of the fires.
Thanks to its thermal technology, DHTPC-BF2120 is an ideal device to guard
such spaces like warehouses, exhibition
halls, etc.
Fire Detection
Summary
Dahua DH-TPC-BF2120 thermal mini
hybrid camera, a powerful combination
of high cost-effectiveness and intelligent
functions, is the first thermal camera
truly for the commercial market. Though
an entry-level product in Dahua thermal
camera portfolio, DH-TPC-BF2120’s
numerous intelligent functions make it a
one-stop solution for small and medium
sized surveillance projects. Supporting
ONVIF Protocol, DH-TPC-BF2120 is
compatible with mainstream third-party
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VMS platforms in the market, such
as Genetec (Security Center 5.6 GA),
Milestone (XProtect Corporate 2017 R1)
as well as Dahua DSS (Dahua Security
Software).
The launch of DH-TPC-BF2120
will increase the potential market space
of thermal imaging, protecting the
investment of Dahua customers. With
a mission to build a Safer Society and
promote Smarter Living, Dahua will
continue to focus on “Innovation, Quality
and Service” to serve partners and
customers all around the world.
Dahua Technology Selects Synopsys
Software Integrity Platform to Secure
Its Internet of Things (IoT) Devices
World leading solution provider of video
surveillance deploys synopsys solutions to
build security and quality into its software
development lifecycle and supply chain to
enhance the security of its Internet of
Things (IoT) devices and solutions. By
implementing Synopsys’ comprehensive
portfolio of solutions and services,

Dahua strengthens its offerings, building
security and quality into their software
development lifecycle (SDLC) and supply
chain.
“We are committed to delivering to our
global customer base – from residential
to enterprise – the highest quality and
most secure Internet-connected devices,”
said Fu Liquan, chairman of Dahua
Technology. “Synopsys’ comprehensive
solutions and services allow us to
minimize software-related business risks
by building security into the development
process, which reduces the vulnerabilities
that can jeopardize our products.”
Dahua Technology has implemented
Synopsys tools to address software security
and quality issues throughout the SDLC
using multiple technologies, including
static analysis, fuzz testing and software
composition analysis. Dahua Technology
has also joined the Building Security in
Maturity Model (BSIMM) community
and will undergo a BSIMM assessment, a
comprehensive benchmarking process that
provides an objective, data-driven view into
its current software security initiative. Using
the BSIMM results, Dahua will establish
a baseline measurement of its software
security program, which will be used to
guide its efforts to continuously improve
the security and quality of its products over
time.
“As organizations introduce IoT
devices into the market, it’s essential
to ensure their security and protect
customers’ data and privacy,” said Andreas
Kuehlmann, senior vice president and
general manager for the Synopsys
Software Integrity Group. “Dahua’s
decision to engage with Synopsys
highlights their commitment to provide
their customers with IoT devices that
incorporate the highest level of security.”
To learn more visit
www.dahuasecurity.com
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Insight: we need a private-public
sector dialogue on security
Professor Rouben Azizian, Director of Massey University’s Centre for Defence and Security
Studies will be presenting at the NZSA Security Industry Awards Dinner educational seminars
on 25 August. nzSecurity talks to him about “National Security and Regional Responsibility:
the need for new paradigms.
NZSM: Professor, can you give us a brief
introduction to the topic of your seminar
talk?
RA: This is an opportunity for me to speak
to a rather unusual audience. When I say
unusual, people like me who specialise in
security studies and international relations
tend to spend time with like-minded
academics, the military and police, and
talk about subjects of relevance to these
groups. Unfortunately, I haven’t had much
experience addressing business people
focused on security issues, so this is a
great opportunity for me to do that, and
I’m hoping that the opportunity is twoway.

Professor Rouben Azizian is Director of Massey
University’s Centre for Defence and Security
Studies. He has previously taught Political
Studies at the University of Auckland prior to
13 years with the US Defense Department’s
Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies (APCSS)
in Honolulu. He is a former Soviet and Russian
diplomat, and was posted to New Zealand
(1991-1994) as Counsellor and Deputy Chief of
Mission.
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For me, it’s an opportunity to
understand what the private sector thinks
about national security. But it’s also a
chance for businesses to appreciate that
national security should not be a narrow
field owned by specific security agencies
and academics, and that it’s a broader
domain where the private sector has a key
role to play.

We say we are a country prone to
earthquakes, for example, but when it
happens there is a lot of tension and lack
of coordination around who is in charge
and who is responsible for what.

NZSM: When you mention ‘security’, what
exactly are you talking about?

NZSM: You mention that businesses
should be encouraged to participate in
security-related dialogue and to engage
with government. How do you see that
happening? What is the role of businesses
in this?

RA: In terms of talking about security in
the 21st century, at a time when we are
going through a number of uncertainties
that include the new administration in the
US, the rise of China, and unexpected
developments in the South Pacific, there
are many things we used to take for
granted. That’s no longer possible. We
need to be looking at the security arena
through a different prism.
At the national level, the new paradigm
should recognise that we can’t afford
anymore to run security as the domain
of a few select security agencies and
forces, because security is increasingly
a comprehensive concept that includes
human security, economic security, etc.
We need to broaden the dialogue, and
encourage businesses to be involved in the
dialogue.
We’re seeing that cyber security
has emerged as one of the drivers
of closer security dialogue between
businesses, government and the academic
community.
Ultimately, we need to be strategic
and proactive about New Zealand’s
security. As a country, we need to think
long-term about developing a national
security strategy. Such a strategy should
not be developed by some small policy
group, but rather it should be one that
benefits from a widening of input away
from government to non-government, and
away from reactive crisis management to
proactive measures.

RA: I think the way it can – and should
– work is that there are several tiers
of engagement. Through universities,
for example, we run workshops and
conferences on security and rarely do we
get interest from business. These should
be seen by businesses as an opportunity
to have a say about where we’re headed in
terms of our security.
Cyber is the tip of the iceberg. It is one
of the dimensions of a broader security
complex where threats can be the result of
particular geopolitical tensions or criminal
activity. We can’t just fight cyber through
changing passwords only. We can only
fight it if we understand together who is
behind it and how do we collectively work
to prevent it from happening.
Is it that there is a nation-state behind
it, which could suggest that we need to
make sure that New Zealand’s diplomacy
or intelligence service activities are
effective in addressing these issues? Is it
criminal activity? What type of criminal
activities drive this type of cyber threat?
So, for me it is very important that
businesses are a part of this broader
discussion.
We cannot afford anymore to have
a very narrowly focused approach to
business activity where we say “I have
a market, and I’ll be fine”. Economic
activity is increasingly needing nationallevel support to deliver a safe security
environment. For that, rather than wait
and see what the government is going to
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do or say, I think that businesses need
to be involved. So, when I say dialogue,
this is about listening and talking and
understanding the bigger picture.
Chambers of Commerce, for example,
have very focused activities on conventional
business issues, but they need to also look
at things from a security perspective – to
securitise business issues rather than viewing
security and business activity seperately.
NZSM: You mention discussions and
dialogues, what types of discussions and
forums would such discussions take place
in. How do businesses get cut through
with government in terms of being a part
of this national dialogue?
RA: Every time there is a discussion on
emergency management in New Zealand
dealing with earthquakes etc, I’m not sure
that we always get the adequate presence
of businesses in these discussions in terms
of prevention and preparation.
When something happens in say
Kaikoura or the Manawatu Gorge, I tend
to hear about how businesses are affected
and how businesses need support and
government subsidies. But when we talk
about resilience and how prepared we are,
I don’t see that businesses are that visible.
Businesses seem to be more visible and
vocal at the post-crisis stage rather than the
pre-crisis stage. In post-crisis they definitely
need support, but by then it’s too late.
It’s not their fault only, but also
the fault of government. If there is
no national security strategy or regular
dialogue about these things, that’s what’s
going to happen. A small group of
bureaucrats will prepare various crisis
management tools that don’t necessarily
factor in the opinion of businesses.
We had the Massey University security
conference last year and there were
very few businesses involved. That’s
unfortunate, because we were talking
about cyber security and other issues
where businesses are affected.
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At the regional level, we’re going
to run a conference in September on
Pacific security. For businesses that have
interests in the Pacific or those that see
China’s increasing presence as a concern
or opportunity to do more business, they
should be involved.
Businesses interested in the TransPacific Partnership, for example, should
understand that the TTP is very vulnerable
to two factors: nationalism and geopolitics.
New Zealand, as one of the architects
of the TPP, has a very pure interest in
free trade. But there is no such thing as
free trade in a world where we are seeing
increased levels of nationalism and
geopolitical rivalry.

RA: And collaborating with whoever
is responsible for overall protection,
such as government agencies, in helping
them develop mechanisms to minimise,
mitigate and prevent these things.
That’s what I would call comprehensive
national ownership of security rather
than just delegating security to some
government agencies and failing to
engage in joint analysis, discussion and
development of preventative measures
as a nation.

NZSM: It seems that the type of security
that we’re talking about here is one in
which businesses should be looking
to lower their risk profiles in order
to safeguard their future profits and
reputations and ensure that they are
meeting their responsibilities to keep their
staff and their future viability protected.

RA: Absolutely. We know that
governments by nature tend to be
conservative, and they tend to be secretive
when it comes to security, so they’re not
necessarily going to volunteer. It is more
convenient for them not to broaden their
consultation too much.
So, I think it is the responsibility of
businesses to push government in that
direction, and the first step in doing this
is being present when security is being
discussed. It’s about businesses presenting
themselves as stakeholders in discussions
on security issues. I don’t think that
businesses in New Zealand are necessarily
active stakeholders, they are occasional,
ad hoc stakeholders, and some businesses
more than others.
In today’s context, it’s difficult to
separate one source of insecurity from
the other, so we need businesses to be
involved. In my opinion, until businesses
step up in this regard, we’re not going to
see much progress on this.

RA: Yes. It’s not so much about dealing
with post event issues and recovery, but
about lowering the risk. It is a factor
that has become more of a package that
includes an understanding of the issues
I’ve just mentioned.
In the past, businesses dealing overseas
always had to be sensitive to cultural
issues, but today we have to realise that
it’s not just cultural issues that we need to
consider any more, there is nationalism
and the increasing competition between
nations, which is shaping the economic
environment and business environment.
NZSM: It comes back to your comment
in relation to cyber and that it’s not good
enough for businesses to be simply put
in protection to specific vectors, but they
really do need to be exploring the cause of
the threat and why it occurred in the first
place.

NZSM: Should government be more
consultative and should the private sector
be demanding that government be more
consultative in this regard?

The 2017 Annual Security Industry Awards
will be held at Te Papa, Wellington, on Friday
25th August 2017. Preceded by afternoon
educational seminars, the evening will feature an
address by Minister Mark Mitchell, with Kerre
McIvor as MC.
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Exercise:

Weapons attack
at an iconic venue
ASIS New Zealand Chapter Chair and Auckland Live’s Safety and Security Manager, Dean Kidd,
presented on “Weapons Attack at an Iconic Venue” at the ASIS Wellington Breakfast Meeting in
June, providing his insights into the staging of a NZ-first training exercise.
Weapons attacks involving the
indiscriminate murder of multiple
innocents in public settings have
punctuated the pages of history
for millennia. Yet as ancient as
this threat is, our competence in
preparing for and responding to it
does not appear to have evolved
a great deal.
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“This has been going on for a
long time,” Dean told his audience in
Wellington, “and we still don’t know what
to do.”
Attacks can happen anywhere, at any
time, and they have been on the rise.
Global terrorism and lone wolf attack
trends have seen the frequent targeting by
attackers of iconic venues and places of
mass gathering for maximum effect – in
terms of both publicity and devastation.

Stadiums filled with spectators or
concert goers in Paris and Manchester,
streets teeming with pedestrians in Nice
and Melbourne, the Westgate shopping
mall in Kenya, schoolyards across the US…
the indiscriminate murder of civilians
where they congregate is an unfortunately
ubiquitous theme in news bulletins.
Perpetrators who use firearms are
often referred to as an ‘active shooter’,
which the US Department of Homeland
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Security (DHS) defines as “an individual
actively engaged in killing or attempting
to kill people in a confined and populated
area… there is no pattern or method to
their selection of victims.”
According to FBI figures, 160
incidents occurred in the US between
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2000 to 2013. In Australia, the increase
in weapons attack frequency is well
documented. In New Zealand, the attack
on the Ashburton WINZ office was
the last recorded incident, resulting in a
shake-up in government physical security
measures.

Researching preparedness
After the Regional Facilities Auckland
(RFA) Board raised concerns regarding
its organisational preparedness for such
attacks, a business case was raised for
Dean to lead a project to visit Australian
counterparts at Federation Square and the
Melbourne Arts Centre, the Sydney Opera
House and the Arts Centre Gold Coast, to
research a way forward.
In July 2016 Peter Middenway,
Federation Square’s Security Manager,
had reported at that time that there hadn’t
been any type of weapons attacks on the
site. “Roll forward to 22 December 2016,”
said Dean, “and Police stated that they had
uncovered a plot to explode improvised
explosive devices in central Melbourne in
the area of Federation Square, on or about
Christmas Day.”
Only weeks later, a vehicle rammed
into pedestrians in nearby Bourke Street
Mall. “Sadly, what followed in January
2017 was the vehicular attack,” he said,
“in which Dimitrious Gargasoulas drove
a Holden Commodore into the Mall,
resulting in the deaths of six people and
injuring over 30 others.”
“Prior to 2016, there was not a great
deal of guidance on how to prepare for
these scenarios,” Dean said, “however,
more information is becoming available,
and if you’re a member of ASIS you can
login to the ASIS website and search their
online resources.”
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Apart from conducting research via the
ASIS network and library, he recommends
that security managers looking to develop
active shooter and weapons attack
plans should talk with other security
professionals and to NZ Police.
Putting processes in place
As an initial step, he suggests putting
a temporary process in place, such as
simple advice to employees and visitors on
steps to follow in the case of an incident.
The DHS recommends the widely
acknowledged aide memoire “Run Hide
Fight” as the proper response sequence to
an active-shooter situation.
The phrase is a quick way to remember
what to do in an active shooter situation:
(i) run if you can; (ii) if you can’t run, hide;
(iii) if the shooter finds you, then fight —
with whatever you can. Popularised by a
six-minute active shooter training video
produced by the Houston Mayor’s Office
and funded by the DHS, entitled “Run,
Hide, Fight”, this model is endorsed by
multiple federal agencies in the US.
But, as Dean points out, there is a
whole range of such models. Apart from
“Run, Hide, Fight”, there is “Lock out,
Get out, Take out”, “ALICE - Alert,
Lockdown, Inform, Counter, Evacuate”,
“ONE – Observe, Navigate, Escape” and
“Run, Hide, Tell”. They’re all variations on
a theme – and they demonstrate that there
is no ‘one size fits all’ approach.
In many cases, the situation is over
almost as soon as it starts. According
to the FBI, 69% of shootings are over
in under five minutes. Within such a
compressed timeframe, mnemonics such
as those above can save time – and lives.
The preparedness work being
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undertaken by Dean and his team led
ultimately to the staging of a large-scale
training exercise in partnership with NZ
Police, St Johns and the New Zealand
Defence Force. The scenario: an active
shooter attack. The venue: Auckland Live’s
Aotea Centre.
First of its kind exercise
The purpose of the exercise was to: (i)
test the venue’s ASB Theatre emergency
procedures relating to a high threat
incident; (II) test the on-the-day process,
from incident start through to an all-clear
state (approximately 2-3 hours); and (iii)
provide a close to real life experience to
participants, under strict controls.
Carried out on the evening of 22
May, the staging of the exercise had
been preceded by an exhaustive process
of planning and communication. Apart
from a concept paper and scoping and
planning visits by the NZ Police AOS
Team, and the planning and conduct of
external communications and stakeholder
engagement, a number of internal
processes were involved.
A security awareness program, for
example, was rolled out within the
organisation four months prior to the
exercise. “Ultimately, it’s about getting
people to a stage of preparedness where
they are prepared and alert, but relaxed,”
Dean said.
To demonstrate this, he utilised the
widely recognised colour-coded situational
awareness chart devised by Jeff Cooper, a
US Marine Colonel. According to Cooper,
the most important means of surviving a
lethal confrontation is neither the weapon
nor the martial skills, but rather the
combat mindset:

Dean’s advice: stay in the yellow.
Involving a cast of staff and other
stakeholders, the training exercise itself
needed to be adequately risk assessed and
managed, including the development of a
Risk Assessment, Health and Safety Plan,
Executive and Staff briefings, and the
briefing of role players and on-the-night
support staff.
To counter the risk of public
misinformation, information staff and
signage were positioned outside of the
venue, and role players were briefed in
relation to social media policy. To manage
potential staff anxiety levels, a warning
card system was implemented, staff
briefed, and a welfare team and support
systems were put in place.
The warning card system was deployed
for staff to utilise in the event that they
needed to exit the live exercise at any point.
Staff were issued with two cards. Flashing
a red card meant “I need immediate
support”, while a yellow card indicated
“I’m out of here and out of the exercise.”
The night itself was a tremendous
success, with the exercise generating “a
huge amount of awareness and internal
managers wanting to take the next steps.”
Key takeaways identified the need for
further meaningful discussion within
the organisation and with external
stakeholders, design changes to work
spaces, development of further training
resources, and the embedding of attack
preparedness into business norms.
From the exercise, the ‘Quadsec group’
has been founded as a security collective
comprised of organisations operating
around Aotea Square, including AUT,
Auckland Art Gallery, Millennium Hotel,
Aotea Centre, and Auckland Council.
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fired up protection
LOKTRONIC’s expansive product range has just become even
wider with these first class EGRESS and FIRE PROTECTION DEVICES
and PROTECTIVE COVERS.

NEW

STI-1130 Ref. 720-102

STI-WRP2-RED-11 IP67
Ref. 720-062R

Surface mount with horn and spacer
255mm H x 179mm W x 135mm D

Also available in White.

STI-RP-WS-11/CN
Ref. 720-052W
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

STI-13000-NC Ref. 720-090
Flush mount, no horn
206mm H x 137mm W x 69mm D

STI-RP-GF-11/CN
Ref. 720-051G
Available in White, Green,
Blue & Yellow.

NEW

STI-13B10-NW Ref. 720-092

STI-RP-RS-02/CI

Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

Cover included.
Flush Mount Available.

Ref. 720-058

•
•

STI-1100 Ref. 720-054

•

Flush mount with horn
255mm H x 179mm W x 86mm D

•

•
•
•
•
•

STI-6518 Ref. 720-060
Flush mount, no horn
165mm H x 105mm W x 49mm D

STI-13210-NG Ref. 720-093
Surface mount, horn and label optional
206mm H x 137mm W x 103mm D

All STI ‘Stoppers’ are made of tough, UV stabilised
polycarbonate. Many can be supplied with or without
a 105 dB horn. Other models and sizes available
including weather resistant options.

Approved to EN54-11
Current Rating: 3 Amps @ 12-24V DC, 3 Amps @ 125-250V AC
Material: Polycarbonate
Comes with Clear Cover
2 x SPDT switches
Positive activation that mimics the feel of breaking glass.
Visible warning flag confirms activation.
Simple polycarbonate key to reset operating element - no broken glass.
Dimensions: 87mm Length x 87mm Width x 23mm
Depth (Flush Mount) & 58mm Depth (Surface Mount)

STI-6255 Ref. 720-042

Mini Theft Stopper discourages inappropriate
use of equipment. Sounds a powerful 105
dB warning horn when activated. Tough, ABS
construction. Reed switch activation for cabinets
and display cases or unique clip activation for
freestanding equipment. Does not interfere
with use of protected fire fighting equipment.
Compact design 85mm H x 85mm W x 25mm D.

STI-6720 Ref. 720-047

Break Glass Stopper. Keys under plexiglas.
Protects emergency keys from inappropriate use.
Keys remain visible. Fast, easy installation. Simple,
inexpensive plexiglas. 3 year guarantee against
breakage of the ABS housing within normal use.

NEW

Battery Load Tester Ref. 730-101

Fire Brigade Alarm: (Closed/Open) Ref. 730-231

Anti-Interference Device

ViTECH, strong, lightweight aluminum case, 5, 15
and 30 amp battery load tester for fire and alarm use.
Weight: 500gms, Size: 165mm x 90 x 70mm.

ViTECH branded Type X (730-230) and Type Y (illustrated) models with
temperature compensated pressure transducers with digital display
showing pressures for defect, fire and pump start.

Ref. 730-400 series
ViTECH AID for sprinkler valve
monitoring; fits all ball valve sizes.

21620

ViTECH products are designed and produced in New Zealand.

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz

Developments and Changes
within the Security Industry
Gary Morrison provides an update on New Zealand Security Association activities in this
abridged version of his address in the July 2017 edition of the NZSA Connect Newsletter.
As I have been out meeting with
our members, non-members
and industry stakeholders, it has
become very apparent this year
that our industry is going through
some significant developments
and change – and for the better.
Focus on Margin versus Revenues
There has been a noticeable move by a
number of companies (and in particular the
larger players) to place a higher emphasis
on achieving realist margins and, when
necessary, walking away from contracts
dictated by the lowest charge rates.
Whilst in some cases, other providers
have been happy to step in and maintain
the same low charge rates, it will be
interesting to see if service standards can
be sustained. There has been evidence of
customers accepting the need to recognise
the costs associated with quality.
Growth in Alliance Partnerships
For some customers, and particularly
multinationals and those with national
networks, their security needs can be
multifaceted, wide-ranging and outside
of the service capability of any single

NZSA CEO, Gary Morrison
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provider. For such customers, this
obviously raises risks around nonintegrated service solutions and the need
to deal with multiple organisations.
To address this issue, we are now
seeing the development and introduction
of Alliance Partnerships, bringing together
security integrators, manpower services, data
specialists and other specialist providers,
such as investigators, and with the ability to
provide an integrated service solution.
PSR – Protective Security Requirements
Whilst the introduction of PSR is still very
much in its infancy, the mandatory approach
to its implementation and measurement has
seen a strong uptake within government
agencies. This has in turn flowed through
to tender documentation with many
(admittedly not all) RFPs for government
and local government agencies contracts
issued this year including either PSR
compliance and/or NZSA membership as a
pre-requirement.
We have also seen a number of these
agencies engaging with the NZSA (as
the peak industry representative) prior
to issuing their RFPs to ensure they
understand the legislative and nonlegislative requirements for security
providers and the developments within
industry training.
NZSA Audit Programme (Accredited
Member status)
The new audit programme is up and
running with four audits completed over
May and June, and a further fourteen
audits scheduled over the next three
months. While the audits to date have
focused on PSR and to a lesser degree,
Health and Safety Capability, all codes
of practice have been reviewed and
updated. Upcoming audits include Alarm
Monitoring and Electronic Security
Systems.
It is also very pleasing to see those
members who have undertaken the new
audit process commenting how the
audit has assisted them in defining their
internal policies and documentation and
provided a real point of difference when

tendering for new contracts. Businesses
that have successfully completed the
NZSA audit programme and extended
their accredited member status include
Aotea Security, Armourguard Security,
HSM Group Holdings Ltd, and Rhino
Fire & Security.
Industry Training
In the Security Overview 2017
document prepared by Skills for
inclusion within their Annual Report,
Skills has identified their three key
projects for 2017 as: Qualification and
programme development of NZC
Security; Qualification and programme
development of NZC Electronic
Security; and Programme development
of NZC Contact Centre for Security
Communication Centre
I am pleased to say that the NZSA
has been instrumental in promoting these
projects (and in particular via the Industry
Forums held this year) and working with
Skills and the industry to ensure that the
qualifications and programmes being
developed meet the needs of our industry
workers and employers.
A key foundation in progressing the
Electronic Security qualification is the
linking of the programme to an industry
apprenticeship scheme, and I am very
confident that this will in turn generate a
significant boost in the number of trainees
enrolling for this qualification.
Workshop – Influencing Health and
Safety Change
Following meetings between the
CTU, NZSA and Worksafe to discuss
recommendations included within the
Coroner’s Report into the death of
Security Officer Charanpreet Dhaliwal,
Worksafe offered to host a workshop
focused on influencing positive health and
safety change and involving a number of
security providers and stakeholders.
The workshop was held in late June
and included owners/senior managers
from security companies along with
representatives from the Ministry of
Justice, PSPLA, Worksafe, Skills, Unions
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Clarification to Article on PSR Audits

n the June/July edition of NZSecurity,
the article “Aotea Security and
Armourguard set high standards
in PSR audits” profiled the launch
of the NZSA PSR Audit regime and,
in particular, the audits performed on
both Aotea Security and Armourguard
Security..
Unfortunately, the article, provided
to the magazine by the NZSA,
contained incorrect terminology and
gave a misleading representation of the
relationship between the NZSA and the
PSR team. As a result, the NZSA has
provided this clarification.
The PSR team have provided NZSA
with advice and guidance relating to the
PSR framework when it was introduced
in December 2014, but is neither an
agent nor an associate of the NZSA.
The NZSA Audit/Accreditation
Programme ensures that members who
undertake the audit process comply
with the applicable NZSA’s Codes of
Practice and if any gaps are identified, a
mentoring process is put in place to assist
in their achieving compliance.
The Codes of Practice have been
prepared by the NZSA utilising industry
experts and recognise and represent
existing standards and industry best
practice. The Codes of Practice cover
generic business practice (Security

Business Operations, Health and Safety
Capability and PSR Capability) as well as
business operations including Security
Manpower Services, Electronic Systems
and Alarm Monitoring.
Those members who are audited
and found to be in compliance with the
Codes of Practice are deemed to be
“Accredited Members” of the NZSA.
The PSR team do not provide
accreditation for businesses or individuals
nor do they run compliance or audit
programmes. The PSR assurance
process is specifically designed to inform
individual organisations protective
security plans to ensure the mitigation
strategies are consistent with the
organisations security risk profile.
Whilst the NZSA Audit/
Accreditation process embraces the
Protective Security Requirements and will
assist NZSA members by establishing a
baseline that will allow each individual
member to adopt a security plan using
the New Zealand Protective Security
Requirements, it does not in anyway
confer or denote PSR Compliance.
The New Zealand Protective Security
Requirements (as promoted by the PSR
team) constitutes a protective security
framework that, when implemented,
provides pathways for successfully
protecting people, information and assets.

(CTU, Unite and E tu) and the NZSA.
It was disappointing to see that five
of the invited security providers failed
to attend, portraying an image of apathy
towards what is our highest priority –
keeping our workers safe. Thankfully there
was representation from Armourguard,
Matrix Security, 24/7 Security and
Watchdog Security, all of which provided
balanced input and contributed to the
success of the workshop.
All parties in attendance viewed the
development of an Approved Code
of Practice for the security industry as
being a key element towards creating a
positive health and safety change. Moving
forward, the NZSA will project manage a
number of initiatives involving industry
stakeholders and focused on the collective
development and implementation of
an Approved Code of Practice that will
provide enforceable standards.

Skills Security Overview for 2017, which
projects continued growth in required
employee numbers at rates that are above
national growth forecasts.
For many years the industry has been
able to meet its labour needs from the
large pool of migrants irrespective of
how “fit for purpose” some of those
candidates are. The current political
landscape has however led to a tightening
in the requirements for residency, and
security providers are now having to
consider differing strategies for attracting,
recruiting and retaining staff in sufficient
numbers.
A good example of this is Advanced
Security Group, who recently featured
within a NZ Herald article detailing how
their 45 Auckland based staff receive
an additional $2 per hour as a “special
housing allowance” recognising the high
cost of living in Auckland.
The NZSA is very mindful of the
resource issue and will during this year
launch a number of initiatives targeting
new entrants to our industry and
promoting security as a career pathway.

Job Growth and Industry Resource
Meeting labour resource needs is the
most significant issue facing the security
industry. This is highlighted within the
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Those NZSA members that participated in
the Workchoice days have already benefited
from their interaction with potential
employees, and we will be looking to
extend our reach not only to school leavers
but also to a wider audience.
Educational Seminars and Annual
Awards
We are not too far away from what is
one of the most important dates on the
security diary with this year’s event to be
held on Friday 25th August.
One question that was raised last year
concerned the judging process and how
those putting forward a nomination could
be assured that the process is impartial.
This year, we have three judges – Doug
McCormick (Gallaghers and Chair of
NZSA), Nick Dynon (Managing Editor,
Defsec Media) and Gary Morrison (CEO,
NZSA).
All nominations are pre-screened to
ensure they met entry criteria and then
recorded on standard template form with
all reference to the employer (or any other
distinguishing information) removed.
The judging panel then meets
to review and grade the “template”
nominations against the documented
award criteria and with Doug holding the
determining vote for any split decisions
(which have yet to occur). This ensures
that the decision is based on the attributes
of the nominated party, and any possible
influence or bias towards any employer is
removed.
The Security Institute of New Zealand
Many of you will have seen the article in
the NZ Security Magazine referring to the
launch of this organisation. A statement
issued by SINZ indicates they will
focus on the professional and academic
development of people working within
security and they intend to become the
“peak body for the NZ security industry”.
This has prompted some debate via
social media, particularly around the
cyclical nature of new organisations being
created and the dangers of recreating
the wheel, but as often happens on such
sites, some comments also degenerated to
becoming personality based.
It is not my intention to comment on
the objectives of this organisation or the
people behind it other than to say that
the NZSA is very aware of the need to
demonstrate value in membership and that
we will remain focused on promoting the
highest standards of efficiency, service and
ethical behaviour of our members whilst
enhancing the commercial success of
businesses within the security sector.
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Attracting security
workers for the Future
Gary Morrison, Chief Executive Officer of the New Zealand Security Association (NZSA),
provides insight into recent initiatives the Association has been supporting to raise the profile
of careers in security among school students.
Talking to industry owners and
managers, perhaps the greatest
single challenge now being
faced by the security industry
is finding sufficient labour
resources to meet current market
demand.
Given forecast industry growth rates,
the expected boom associated with the
America’s Cup in four years’ time, and
further restrictions likely to be imposed
on migrant workers, the current skills
shortage will only worsen exponentially.
The NZSA has identified attracting
workers to the security industry as one of
its key strategic initiatives.
Whilst working hand-in-hand with
Skills and NZQA in developing industry
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training that represents the industry
(including manpower, electronic security
and monitoring services) and meets the
needs of both employees and employers is
an important element, it is also recognised
that the industry needs visibility and
promotion within schools and other
tertiary providers.
Over recent months, the NZSA has
encouraged member companies to support
Workchoice, a charity that gives senior
high school students a real-world look at
the careers they’re considering through an
annual Workchoice Day.
Members have been urged to host
groups of students on site and to
demonstrate the type of work available,
outlining the skills and attributes required
as well as promoting themselves as
employers of choice.

The NZSA has also partnered with The
Rising Foundation and recently participated
in a school holiday programme targeting
some 150 students from a group of South
Auckland High Schools.
The Rising Foundation reinforces
the notion that with positive changes in
attitude and hard work, huge potential can
be unlocked and nurtured, even though
some students are facing very challenging
personal circumstances. The breakthrough programme facilitated by the
foundation supports adolescents to “Rise
Up” and to build positive lives.
Whilst the programme begins in
schools, post-schooling work continues
to provide employment opportunities for
graduates with motivated companies and
business leaders within the community.
The NZSA’s Johanna Malchow and
I talked to those present about the
requirements to work in the security
industry and the opportunities for
career and training pathways. Being
positioned next to the Police recruitment
team ensured a steady flow of visitors –
although we couldn’t match the offer of
donning stab proof vests.
Most of the students left with a
wider appreciation of the available work
opportunities and what they need to do in
order to embark on a security career.
The NZSA will be utilising similar
opportunities to promote security as a
career, including the Facilities Integrate
Exhibition on the 27th and 28th
September, and welcomes involvement
from members who would like to promote
employment and career opportunities
within their organisations.
For more information, please contact
Johanna (nzsa@security.org.nz) or
Gary (gary@security.org.nz) at the NZSA.
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Update from Erica:
Are you thinking about literacy?
Skills’ Industry Manager for Security, Erica Quayle, is back this month with her latest
views and thoughts on training in the sector.
It’s great to catch up with you all again.
In my update in the last issue of NZ
Security, I talked about the need to
support a culture around training in
the workplace. I’m pleased to say I’ve
seen a lot of companies proactively
doing this, with many making a real
effort to get the ball rolling – well
done to all!
It’s so important that we, as an
industry, maintain this level of support
to our workforce. Today I want to talk
about literacy support and how it can
empower your staff. When thinking
about training, we often focus on the
technical skills and what’s covered in the
qualification. But are you making sure
that your learners have the capability
and confidence to make the most out of
their learning?

Why literacy?
Literacy covers a wide range of factors,
not just reading and writing. It affects
many tasks that your staff may be
doing in their everyday work, including
understanding visual information,
doing calculations, speaking to others,
following complicated instructions, and
more.
Many people who struggle with literacy
often don’t have the confidence to speak
up and ask for help. It’s important to
check in regularly with your learners and
see if they need additional support.
I have seen a few security companies
really take the initiative with this. This can
be through creating training rooms and
setting aside time specifically for learners
to learn valuable literacy skills with a
qualified literacy trainer. They are making

good progress in their training, and even
in these early stages, the impact of these
efforts are truly tangible.
If you feel like your trainees could do
with some literacy help as well, Skills is
here to help.
How can Skills help?
We can assist with your workforce’s
literacy by connecting you with a literacy
training provider who can help individuals
identify any learning needs, and provide
customised learning support.
We’re keen to help your staff not only
learn the technical skills for their job,
but also gain the basic foundation skills
needed to succeed. Just speak with your
Account Manager today or call us on
0508 SKILLS (754 557) and we can put
you on the right path.

High Speed Gate Automation
Do you need a fast opening sliding gate for commercial or secure locations with high traffic
volumes, does the gate need to open in a hurry to get a vehicle off a busy road quickly?

Withington Electrical Limited have
designed and manufactured a range
of commercial gate automation with
simplicity in mind for over 15 years.
The proven durability of these robust
products has seen this automation
installed in prisons, police stations,
embassies as well as everyday
commercial sites around New Zealand.

These swing gates are part of the
Government House refurbishment

We design and manufacture all our automation products in Wellington.
We supply and service motors and automation throughout New Zealand.
For more information and trade enquires contact:

Simon on 0274 488 506 or visit www.highspeedgateautomation.com
August / September 2017
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Security Institute of
New Zealand puts
forward its case
There was much interest in the article covering the launch of the
Security Institute of New Zealand in the last issue of nzSecurity. We recently
caught up with Chair Chris Lawton to gain more insight on what we can expect
from this newly minted industry organisation.
The fledgling Security Institute
of New Zealand (SINZ) will move
a step closer to establishing its
presence with the delayed launch
of its website in early August
following the ASIAL conference in
Sydney.
Just back from attending the Interpol
World 2017 conference and expo in
Singapore, SINZ Chair Chris Lawton
was buoyed at the feedback he had
received since news of SINZ’s launch
was reported on in the May/June issue

Chris Lawton SINZ founder
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of nzSecurity. “Many companies have
indicated their interest in joining as an
alternative to the NZSA,” he told the
magazine.
In responding to the feedback,
Chris suggested that the intention of
the Institute is not to compete with
the NZSA, but rather to provide an
alternative.
“If we as professionals want to
improve the industry, a business model
where people have to pay for everything
won’t help the industry,” he said.
“As a member of the professional
security industry, if I want to apply for
contracts with government, I potentially
come up against Requests for Tender
stating that I must be an audited member
of the NZSA,” he commented.
“There needs to be an alternative.”
In his latest newsletter to NZSA
members, NZSA CEO Gary Morrison
wrote that it was not his intention to
comment on the objectives of this
organisation [SINZ] or the people behind
it “other than to say that the NZSA is
very aware of the need to demonstrate
value in membership.”
The SINZ camp see a clear mandate
for the new organisation as an alternative
for professional development, audits, and
industry leadership and representation.
“There needs to be a voice out there
pointing out what’s wrong and to ask
good questions about what we’re doing

about the safety of security guards,
minimum wages, and the range of issues
going on that are not conducive to the
professionalisation of the industry,” said
Chris.
As it stands, membership of SINZ is
free of charge. He sees the Institute as
providing a collaboratively driven forum
for professional information, support and
advice, where professionals can exchange
ideas and learnings without financial
membership barriers.
Issues such as travel security,
workplace safety legislation and PSR are
likely to be early areas of information
focus. “If everyone contributes a little bit
then we don’t have to pay a lot to research
to get 80% there,” he said.
A key initiative he is particularly
excited about is the ‘Conference Watch’
platform. The logic behind this is that
not everyone has the resources to attend
the various international conferences,
such as the ACFE Conference, Safe
Cities, Interpol World and ASIAL,
among others. By having people who
do attend these report on what they
found to be of interest by posting to the
SINZ website, everyone can potentially
benefit.
Through such initiatives, Chris sees
SINZ as providing the vehicle for people
to professionalise themselves. “It’s not the
answer,” he said, “but it is part of the way
forward.”
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Travel Security:
Protecting your people abroad
At the ASIS NZ Chapter Auckland Breakfast Meeting on 21 July, guest speaker, Peter Frost
talked “Travel Safety and Security: Considerations to protect you and your business against
threats during crisis”.
As headlines suggest,
business travel isn’t getting
any safer. Terrorist attacks,
natural catastrophes, kidnap
and ransom and sudden
political upheavals seem to be
increasingly frequent – and not
just confined to places off the
beaten business travel map.
These risks impact the safety
and security of the business
traveler in new and everchanging ways.

The changing nature of the
threat landscape is such that acts of
indiscriminate violence can no longer be
assumed to be something that happens in
danger ‘hot spots’. International terror has
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brought large scale attacks to the business
capitals of the world, while elsewhere,
business people can be – and are –
targeted for theft and kidnapping.
In the lead-up to the northern
hemisphere summer, the UK travel
industry pushed 23,000 employees into
training sessions run in partnership with
the UK National Counter Terrorism
Security Office (NaCTSO) in order to
raise awareness in relation to dealing with
terrorist incidents.
If the UK travel industry, which knows
a thing or two about travel security, has seen
fit to raise awareness of such issues among
its personnel, then other frequently travelling
industries should probably take note.
Peter Frost knows more than a thing
or two about travel security, with over
25 years working in government and

the corporate sector. Peter recently left
Air New Zealand, having spent 15 years
working in the airline’s group security
department, where he managed a team
responsible for maintaining the airline’s
security integrity, including oversight of
travel safety journey management.
His role as Manager Security &
Intelligence also involved contingency
planning to manage the airline’s response on
a 24/7 basis to a multitude of potential and
actual crisis and emergency events, including
accounting for staff on leisure or duty travel.
During his previous ten-year service in
Government, Peter oversaw a small team
that managed threats in the international
security risk environment, including
mitigating threats against New Zealand’s
interests to incidents and events overseas,
as well as within New Zealand.
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Why plan and prepare?
“Whether it’s a natural disaster, a terrorist
attack, or political unrest, companies with
employees on international assignments
have a responsibility to plan for, prevent,
and mitigate the risks associated with
employee travel,” wrote Lilly Chapa in
ASIS International’s magazine Security
Management.
According to Peter, the definition of
workplace has changed in recent years
– incidents that occur offshore can lead
to external scrutiny by authorities both
offshore and onshore. Under the Health
and Safety at Work Act 2015, employers
have a greater responsibility to protect
staff travelling on business, and when it
comes to sending employees overseas,
employers’ health and safety obligations
are also subject to the laws of individual
countries being visited.
In addition to legislated responsibilities
are moral ones, such as providing a duty
of care to travelling employees. For these
reasons alone, organisations should have
plans and policies covering the security
aspects of duty travel.
Apart from the physical impacts of
harmful events there is also the potential
for negative media exposure, and adverse
consequences for reputation, brand,
revenue and share price. Ultimately, an
organisation with a travel security plan is
one that is promoting an organisational
culture focused on good practice and
business resilience.
While many employees are conscious
about travel security, many are not,
and those who are will not necessarily
be aware of all the risks and all the
strategies and measures available to
maximise their safety while overseas.
Plans and processes around travel
security help to familiarize employees
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with the risk landscape and to manage
their expectations around their
responsibilities and how they need to be
thinking and acting while travelling.
In addition to the safety of persons,
explained Peter, a key reason for planning
travel security is the custody of sensitive
material, including the security of
documents and data.
Planning can also assist in maintaining
and fine-tuning interoperability with
key stakeholders and contractors, such
as security partners, travel booking
companies and travel safety providers.
Pre-planning considerations
According to Peter, there are a number of
considerations that ought to be addressed at
the pre-planning stage. Ultimately, it’s about
“planning, predicting, and preempting”,
and asking the question, “Have you taken
reasonable steps to prepare?”
An organisation’s overall approach
to managing the travel of its employees
should be described in a formal travel
policy, a document that should outline the
responsibilities of both the employer and
employee when travelling.
Conducting a risk assessment is a
key step in gaining an appreciation of
the risk context of the intended travel,
including the destination, itinerary,
hotel, airline, etc. An assessment of
vulnerable points, such as the travel
itself, pick-up point arrangements, and
route to and from the hotel, will identify
the need for special measures, such as an
advance party.
Other relevant factors, according
to Peter, include the composition of
the delegation, recent events and other
information gained through database
research, liaison and official travel
advisories.

Based on the risk assessment, is
the travel necessary? Are there other
ways in which the same objectives
can be achieved, such as by using
communications technologies such as
Skype, videoconferencing and social
media, or by meeting a counterpart in a
third country?
Does the organisation have an
authorisation process for travel that takes
into account risk thresholds and that
restricts travel to ‘no go’ destinations.
Does it require a business case for travel
to other destinations flagged for risk? Are
employees allowed to combine leisure and
duty travel?
Does the organisation provide for – or
require – employees to undertake a travel
briefing prior to departure, or to complete
a checklist of security-related preparatory
tasks? Does the organisation utilise GPS
tracking technology to monitor staff
movement while travelling?
For travellers who may require more
extensive pre-travel preparation, such
as senior executives, those with specific
vulnerabilities, or those having to
unavoidably travel into high-risk scenarios,
a range of additional measures may need
to be considered. Scenarios may need
to be workshopped, and third-party
contractors, such as security escorts,
liaised with.
Whoever the traveller and whatever
the circumstances, it helps to centralise
travel arrangers. The provision of multiple
contact points and telephone numbers can
make coping with an emergency situation
more difficult, and when an emergency
scenario materializes, the traveller will
unlikely be in a position or mental state to
be rifling through a convoluted contact list.
According to Peter, checklists are
an essential part of the pre-planning
phase. Items such as insurance, essential
medications, currencies, passport, visas,
domestic arrangements, ensuring HR details
are up-to-date, and knowing where nearby
police are located, should be ticked off.
He also suggests simple yet effective
measures such as pre-registering employee
travel on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’
Safe Travel website, and the utilization
of situational awareness and incident
management tools, such as Web EOC.
Whatever the organisation’s travel
security plan involves, it is critical that
employee responses to incidents are in line
with the plan. Many business travellers
expect their employer to coordinate any
arrangements necessary, but the reality
is that in an overseas emergency it may
well be the employee’s own state of
preparedness that gets them through.
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Hills and Genetec announce
new centre

24 JUL: Hills Limited and Genetec Inc,
a leading provider of open architecture
security and public safety solutions, have
announced plans to create the Genetec
Australian Application Development
Centre to support the ongoing growth of
both companies’ joint security integration
business in the Australia and New Zealand
(ANZ) market.
Genetec Security Centre is a unified
IP security platform that blends security
systems within a single intuitive interface
to simplify management of access control,
video surveillance, automatic license
plate recognition, VoIP communications,
intrusion, and analytics. Its open architecture
enables organisations to customise their
security and operations using the Genetec
software developer’s kit (SDK) with support
from trusted partners like Hills.
As Genetec’s Best Distributor and Best
Development Partner in Asia Pacific, Hills
was the obvious choice to drive Genetec
SDK growth in the ANZ region. Hills is
one of a few strategic Genetec partners
worldwide selected to support systems
integration and delivery services.
“Based on the success of our
partnership to date, both Hills and
Genetec are keen to announce this new
initiative which will accelerate growth
across ANZ,” said Hills CEO, David
Lenz. “Our focus will be on expansion
into application solutions for the industry
verticals of retail, banking, public safety,
government and transport.”
“By collaborating with Genetec to
develop a strategic plan that drives sales
growth for the next three years, with a
strong focus on pre-sales capabilities,
we’ll be able to provide a state-of-the-art,
purpose-built security solution for the
diverse markets we serve.”
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“Genetec and Hills share a common
vision for delivering unified, innovative
security solutions that help ‘Protect the
Everyday’,” said Philippe Ouimette,
Genetec Country Manager ANZ. “We are
excited to open the new Genetec Australian
Application Development Centre, which
will allow Australian and New Zealand
customers to have custom and optimised
applications

Guard accused of racism

25 JUL: According to a Radio NZ
report, a security guard hired for a local
government conference at SkyCity is being
accused of racism after trying to stop
Lotu Fuli, Chair of the Ōtara local board,
as she walked into the building.
Ms Fuli noticed the guard at the
door, smiling at people who were
walking through. This changed when she
approached, with the guard stepping in
front of the automatic opening door,
putting his hand out and sternly asking her
something to the effect of “Where are you
going?”
She said that she since learned that
she was not the only one treated in this
way, reporting that many of her Māori
and Pacific friends who spoke at the
conference were actually followed by
security.
According to Ms Fuli, her Palagi
colleagues were stopped or challenged
at the door. When she realised that the
guard’s actions were possibly the result
of racial profiling she made a formal
complaint through the local board
services.
Local Government New Zealand is
investigating what happened. Auckland
Council has reportedly already spoken
to senior people at Local Government
New Zealand who are following up with
SkyCity.

According to RNZ, SkyCity
spokesperson Rebecca Foote said she
had not yet seen any formal complaint.
Security guards were provided at the
request of Local Government New
Zealand in case there were any protests,
and security were allowed to ask people
for identification before letting them into
the building. she said.

ITU Global Cybersecurity
Index 2017 shows
improvements

05 JUL: New Zealand has been ranked
19th out of 193 countries in the latest
Global Cybersecurity Index 2017
(GCI-2017). Published by ITU, the
United Nations specialized agency
for information and communication
technology, the index measures the
commitment of member states to
cybersecurity.
New Zealand, with an overall score
of 0.718, was also ranked fifth in the Asia
Pacific after Singapore (0.925), Malaysia
(0.893), Australia (0,824), Japan (0.786)
and Korea (0.782). The country made it
to the ‘leading stage’ of the index, which
refers to the 21 countries that demonstrate
high commitment in all five pillars of the
index.
The GCI-2017 measures countries’
commitment to cybersecurity and helps
them to identify areas for improvement.
Through the information collected, it
aims to illustrate the practices in use so
that ITU Member States can identify gaps
and implement selected activities suitable
to their national environment – with the
added benefits of helping to harmonize
practices and fostering a global culture of
cybersecurity.
The New Zealand (NZ) Police
received special mention for introducing
its 3-tiered training program for specialist
cyber staff, investigators and frontline
staff, which was outlined in NZ Police’s
Prevention First National Cybercrime
Strategy 2014-2017.
In addition to showing the overall
cybersecurity commitment of ITU’s 193
Member States, the index also shows
the improvement and strengthening of
all GCI indicators, which are defined
by the five pillars of the ITU Global
Cybersecurity Agenda as: legal, technical,
organizational, capacity building and
international cooperation.
The GCI-2017 also shows that there
is space for further improvement in
cooperation at all levels, capacity building
and organizational measures.
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Reserve Bank outlines stance
on cyber issues

19 JUL: Firms in the finance sector,
regulators, and other authorities all have
a part to play in managing cyber security
risks while still benefiting from the
opportunities of new financial technology,
says the RBNZ.
“The dynamic cyber environment
means organisations have to be nimble in
their approach to cyber security - focused
on outcomes, rather than prescriptive
compliance exercises,” Reserve Bank Head
of Prudential Supervision, Toby Fiennes,
said in a speech delivered today to the
Future of Financial Services conference,
in Auckland.
He said that cyber-attack poses a
significant threat to the global financial
system, as shown by the ‘WannaCry’
ransom-ware attack and the more
recent ‘Notpetya’ attack. “The nature
and incidence of cyber risk is unique,
meaning that typical approaches to
risk management and disaster recovery
planning may not be appropriate.”
The Reserve Bank had thought about
whether to introduce more prescriptive
requirements but decided not to at
this stage. “We doubt that prescriptive
regulations would appreciably improve
the outcome, when the technology and
threat landscape are both changing so
rapidly,”Mr Fiennes said.
The Reserve Bank is closely watching
the emerging wave of ‘digital disruption’
affecting the financial sector as firms react
to customer demand for a more online
experience, he said. “We’re working with
other agencies, such as the FMA and
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Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment, to ensure that New Zealand
presents an environment where digital
financial innovation can flourish, provided
it is done safely.”
“As the prudential regulator, we’re
looking at whether financial institutions
appear to be taking cyber risks sufficiently
seriously. We look to self-discipline and
market discipline to provide the defences,
agility and crisis preparedness that are
required.”

Robot guard takes a spill

18 JUL: Onlookers at an office complex
in Washington DC came upon a curious
sight when they discovered a security
robot floating face-down in a fountain. It
was a fallen Knightscope K5, a five-foot
tall, 300-pound security robot otherwise
capable of detecting unusual activity and
reporting on it.
As reported in February’s NZ Security,
the Knightscope K5 has been turning
heads on the streets of Silicon Valley since
2014, and has been received with largely
positive curiosity. Looking something like
an aesthetically enhanced Dalek out of Dr
Who, with more rounded, less menacing
features, K5s have been known to elicit
the odd hug from curious passers-by.
On this particular occasion, images were
posted to social media depicting human
rescuers wading into the fountain to retrieve
the stricken robot, with tongue-in-cheek
messages of support streaming in for the K5
nicknamed Steve, an acronym for ‘Security
Technology Enhancement Vehicle’.
The K5’s machine operating system
boasts ‘machine learning’, which is a form
of artificial intelligence that analyses the

data it collects and adjusts its behavior
according to conditions. The robot is
fitted with a range of sensors allowing it
to survey and interact with its surrounding
environment, and to communicate the
data back to a monitoring station.
Knightscope reported that no one
was hurt in the “isolated event,” which
is currently under investigation. A
replacement is to be delivered to the client
at no extra cost, where Steve had been
operating for little more than a week prior
to ‘his’ accident.
According to the Daily Mail, this
isn’t the first time a Knightscope robot
has made headlines. One rolled over a
16-month-old boy in Stanford, California,
last summer, and in April, Jason Sylvain,
41, was arrested for drunkenly attacking a
robot in a parking lot in Mountain View,
California.

Lives saved by 111 caller
location technology

09 JUL: The new caller location system for
111 mobile phone calls has already made a
significant impact in the two months it has
been up and running, say Police Minister
Paula Bennett, Communications Minister
Simon Bridges and Internal Affairs
Minister Peter Dunne.
The system automatically provides
emergency services with the probable
location of a caller when they dial 111 from
a mobile phone, enabling police, fire and
ambulance services to respond more quickly.
“The new system has been vital in
helping to identify the location of callers
in instances where the caller hasn’t been
able to speak, where the call has been cutoff before the operator could get more
information about the caller’s location or
where the caller doesn’t know their exact
whereabouts,” Mrs Bennett said.
“The system has been used to get
help to an injured person on a farm, a
motorcycle crash victim, people who are
distressed or potentially suicidal, people
experiencing family violence, a person
who had spotted a fire in a rural area, and
people experiencing medical emergencies.”
“Since the system was introduced,
more than 145,000 genuine 111 calls have
been made to emergency services and
around 20 per cent of these calls involved
operators using the system to help them
get more accurate information about a
caller’s location,” Mr Bridges said.
While the new system provides a critical
tool to help identify the probable location
of 111 callers from mobile phones, it’s
still important for callers to tell emergency
services operators where they are.
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Power supply cabinets
• Mounts for our 5 most popular models of power
supplies; 6 key-hole anchor points for easier mounting

total reed switch

• Lift off hinged doors for added convenience
• Louvre ventilation on doors

solutions from Flair

• Roller ball reed switch provides anti-tamper to front
and rear of cabinet
• 6 x 25mm knockouts, 2 each sides and bottom
• Medium cabinet holds 5 x 7 A/h batteries
• Large cabinet holds 14 x 7 A/h batteries
• Front lip to retain batteries and for additional strength
• Removable shelf and removable back plate to
facilitate easy bench mounting of equipment
• Lip return on door for greater rigidity
• Durable powder coated white finish
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Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden
Auckland P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland
1150 New Zealand Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881
0800 FOR LOK www.loktronic.co.nz

Flair reeds from Loktronic:
an unbeatable combination.

Power supplies from Loktronic – a great deal.

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden
Auckland P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland
1150 New Zealand Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881
0800 FOR LOK www.loktronic.co.nz

Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
www.loktronic.co.nz
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Complete range of monitored security PSUs in
12 and 24 VDC from 2.5 A - 20 A. DIN rail units
in 12 and 24 VDC from 10 - 100 watts. Plus,
inline and Plug packs and DC/DC converters.

ts

Designed, tested and
produced in New Zealand.

kt

for power supplies
Source all your power supply requirements at
Loktronic and choose from a range of over 20 ex
stock options, with 100's more to select from.

Talk to Loktronic now about our comprehensive
range of Flair Reed Switches. Not only for
“standard” use, but also for specialty applications,
from taught-wire types to waterguards, from
collared to stubbies, from overhead door with
offset to floor contacts, from latchguard to
sub-miniature, from push-fit to surface mount.

• Cam lock for security

• Heavy gauge 1.2mm steel

Loktronic

From closed loop, open loop to SPDT,
we’ve got the lot.

Loktronic

Power

distribution module

The Power Distribution Module allows the
removal of power to a group of doors on a fire
alarm activation whilst conforming to regulations.
Provision for individual fused power supply to each
door lock.

Loktronic

for gate locks

Choose from a comprehensive range of 23 models
of electric gate and outdoor locks for a wide range
of applications.

Red and black uncommitted terminals to facilitate
distribution from power supply or battery, to load.
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Gate locks from Loktronic – a wise choice.
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7 models of strikes by Trimec and eff-eff, Rim
mounted locks from CISA, and a versatile
range from Securitron and Interlock.

Comprises
• Fire Drop Relay DPDT 12 VDC • 6 x 2 Amp FU 500
Terminals with LED Indication • 2 x Red Terminals
• 2 x Black Terminals • I x DIN Rail
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• All terminals are labelled.
es

6 models from the famous Loktronic stable,
and 7 imported models with holding forces from
300kg, 550kg, up to 740kg; all locks complemented
by accessories to facilitate fitting.

Wireless IP Surveillance

Open Platform VMS

Customized
CCTV Kits
Kits
Dahua Customized

• Cost effective high performance
wireless access points for
outdoor use
• Stockists of AirMax, AirFiber,
AirVision, UniFI & mFi series
products
• ITPLUS are a Ubiquiti certified
and trained partner

•• We
Wesupply
supply
fully
customized
fully
customized
complete
CCTV
in form
complete
CCTV
kitskits
in form
of of
Hybrid,Tribrid,
Tribrid,IP,
IP,CVI
CVIetc
etc
Hybrid,
• Complete kits are a great way of
• Complete kits are a great way of
reducing costs and getting the
reducing
costs andfrom
getting
theplace
whole package
one
whole
package
from
one
place
• Receive FREE support*
FREE
support*
including
including
remote
connection
• Receive
remote
connection assistance
assistance

• Award winning best open
platform VMS
• Advanced Built-in Video
Analytics
• Micromodule crashproof
software architecture
• Includes powerful features
such as Modern GUI, Video
Archive, Green Stream, Time
Compressor, Interactive 3D Map,
Autozoom etc.

Distributed by

Distributed by

Distributed by

Ph: 09 950 4940 l E: info@itplus.co.nz
www.itplus.co.nz

Ph: 09 950 4940 l E: info@itplus.co.nz
www.itplus.co.nz

Ph: 09 950 4940 l E: info@itplus.co.nz
www.itplus.co.nz
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NVR301 SERIES

NVR302 SERIES

IPC312/314SR
SERIES CAMERAS

POE+300M

RANGE

POE+300M

RANGE

8/16- POE+ channels
4/8/16 POE+ channels

1x VGA, 1 x HDMI 4K outputs

1080P/2MP/4MP Resolution

1x VGA, 1 x HDMI 4K outputs

Supports H.264/H.265

Supports H.264/H.265/UCode

Supports H.264/H.265

2x HDD up to 16TB total

Smart IR 15m distance

1x HDD up to 6TB

Onvif Support up to 12MP

Triple Streams

Onvif Support up to 8MP

Alarm i/o support

Onvif Compliance

Support P2P, UPnP, NTP, DHCP,

Support P2P, UPnP, NTP, DHCP

IP66

Supports up to 80Mbps

Supports up to 320Mbps

Microphone built in

Support mobile access

Support mobile access

Micro SD Card up to 128gb

ph: 09 276 3271
sales@crknz.co.nz

ph: 09 276 3271
sales@crknz.co.nz

ph: 09 276 3271
sales@crknz.co.nz

3 Hotunui Drive
Mt Wellington, Auckland, 1060

3 Hotunui Drive
Mt Wellington, Auckland, 1060

3 Hotunui Drive
Mt Wellington, Auckland, 1060

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!
Readers of NZ Security include those
working directly and indirectly in the
domestic and commercial security
industry. From business owners and
managers right through to suppliers,
installers and front line staff.
Among our readers are IT security
experts, surveillance professionals and
loss prevention staff.
Our readers take their job seriously
and make an active choice to be kept
informed and up to date with the
industry.
For only $75.00 plus GST you can
ensure that you receive a 1 year
subscription (6 issues) by filling out
the form below and posting to:
New Zealand Security Magazine
27 West Cresent,
Te Puru, 3575
RD5, Thames, New Zealand
or email your contact and postal details to: craig@defsecmedia.co.nz

Mr Mrs Ms________________________
Surname_________________________
Title_____________________________
Company________________________
Postal Address____________________
________________________________
________________________________
Telephone________________________
Email____________________________
Date_____________________________
Signed___________________________
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EVENTS
Advanced Security Summit
When: 1-2 August
Where: Pullman Sydney Hyde Park,
Sydney
Details: www.securitysummit.com.au

15th Annual National Security Summit
When: 29-30 August 2017
Where: Hyatt Hotel, Canberra
Details: www.informa.com.au/event/
national-security-summit/

2017 NZSA Annual Security Industry
Awards
When: 25 August
Where: Te-Papa, Wellington
Details: www.security.org.nz

Pacific Security Dynamics short-course
When: 4-7 September
Where: Massey University, Auckland
Details: www.pacificsecuritydynamics.
co.nz

Facilities Integrate Expo
When: 27-28 September
Where: ASB Show Grounds, Auckland
Details: www.northportevents.co.nz

Advance Cyber Security Summit
When: 25 Oct 2017
Where: Mac’s Function Centre,
Wellington
Details: www.conferenz.co.nz/events/
advance-cyber-security-summit

Fire and Security Exhibition
When: 11-13 October
Where: ASB Show Grounds, Auckland
Details: www.fireprotection.org.nz;
www.security.org.nz
Biometrics Institute Congress 2017
When: 1-2 November
Where: Australia House, London
Details: www.biometricsinstitute.org/
events.php
Auckland Build 2017 Expo
When: 2-3 November
Where: ASB Showgrounds, Auckland
Details: www.aucklandbuildexpo.com

Defense & Security 2017
When: 6-9 November
Where: Bangkok
Details: www.asiandefense.com
Australian and New Zealand Society of
Criminology Conference
When: 5-8 December
Where: Canberra
Details: www.anzsoc2017.com.au

Risk NZ Conference 2017
When: 17-18 August
Where: Mac’s Function Centre,
Wellington
Details: www.risknz.org.nz/
conference-2017

August / September 2017

NZ made

SECURITY TECHNOLOGY RELIABILITY

fire door holding

electromagnets 12 & 24 VDC selectable
!
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unbreakable universal mounting
• Low power consumption - low operating temperature
• One product suits floor and wall mounting
• Universal armature - offsets to 55º to suit doors
opening past 90º • Wall mount extensions available
• 12 & 24 VDC selectable • Push off button with
no residual magnetism • Oversize armature for
easy alignment • Emergency release button
• Electroless nickel plated armature and electromagnet
• Stainless fastenings • Full local support and back up

10 YEAR GUARANTEE*

Standard, floor mounted, wall to door distance 114mm

Designed, tested and produced in
New Zealand to AS4178
A) Wall mounted,126mm extn. tube (overall 202mm)
B) Wall mounted, 156mm extn. tube (overall 232mm)
C) Wall mounted, 355mm extn. tube (overall 431mm)
B)

C)

ANTEE

Option A – Surface Mounted

GUAR

FDH40S/R

Surface and Recess mounting
This device enhances an outstanding range of
unbreakable products which conveniently hold
open fire doors. When a smoke/fire alarm is
activated the magnet instantly releases the door
to the closed position to prevent the spread of
smoke and fire. These units feature a choice
of 3 covers for optimum aesthetic appeal and
durability. The installer can utilise one device for
surface mounting or for recess mounting.
Option B – Recess Mounted

10 YEAR GUARANTEE*

Satin Aluminium

Gloss Black

Gloss White

Loktronic Limited Unit 7 19 Edwin Street Mt Eden Auckland
P O Box 8329 Symonds Street Auckland 1150 New Zealand
Ph 64 9 623 3919 Fax 64 9 623 3881 0800 FOR LOK
mail@loktronic.co.nz www.loktronic.co.nz

For expert advice and
assistance with your security
locking needs, trust in Loktronic,
call us on 0800 367 565

GUARANTEE

*Standard terms & conditions of sale apply.

21556
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